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Correlation of monocyte/HDL ratio (MHR) with
inflammatory parameters in obese patients diagnosed
with polycystic ovary syndrome
Dilsad Herkiloglu , Sefik Gokce
Istanbul Yeni Yuzyil University Department Of Obstetrics And Gynecology, Istanbul, Turkey

ABSTRACT
Objectives: Monocyte/high density lipprotein (HDL) ratio (MHR) has been reported to be associated with obesity and
polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS). In this study, it was aimed to evaluate whether there is a relationship between PCOS
and MHR and inflammatory parameters, to investigate the relationship level of MHR and lymphocyte/monocyte ratio (LMR),
which are easily accessible inflammatory and oxidative stress markers, with obese women with PCOS, and to determine
the usability of MHR as a predictive marker for PCOS.
Material and methods: The study included 64 PCOS-patients who were admitted to Gynecology clinics and 52 healthy
women.
Results: The mean MHR (12.5 ± 4.6) in the PCOS group was significantly higher than the control group (10.4 ± 4.0) (p = 0.01).
In the examination performed by combining the groups PCOS and obesity status, the mean MHR value in the PCOS-obese
group was significantly higher than all the other groups (p = 0.004). In the ROC analysis, the threshold value of 10.1 for MHR
was found to have a sensitivity of 84.8% and specificity of 58.5% in determining the association between PCOS and obesity
(AUC: 0.721; p < 0.001; LB: 0.628; UB: 0.814; CI 95%). Accordingly, the rate of those with MHR level of 10.1 and above was
significantly higher in the PCOS group compared to the control group (67.2% vs 40.4%) (p = 0.001). In the logistic regression
analysis, the determination is increased by 3,026 times (odds ratio; 1.401–6.535) in predicting the presence of PCOS in those
with MHR value of 10.1 and above, and 7,576 times (Odds ratio; 2.652–21.646) in predicting the presence of PCOS + obesity.
was found to be. Correlation analysis in PCOS patients revealed that the MHR value was negatively correlated with age
(p = 0.001; r = –0.412), LMR (p = 0.003; r = –0.377), and total cholesterol [p = 0.018; correlation coefficient (r) = –0.302].
Conclusions: This study findings showed that MHR level is significantly related to PCOS, and especially MHR values above
10.1 may be a significant predictive marker for PCOS. Our study findings also show that an association of PCOS and obesity
is a very important trigger on MHR.
Key words: monocyte/HDL ratio; PCOS; obesity
Ginekologia Polska 2021; 92, 8: 537–543

INTRODUCTION
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a disorder characterized by impaired hormone balance, polycystic ovaries and
ovulation disorders disorder, such as hyperandrogenism.
Impaired hormone balance in PCOS affects many systems,
causing a wide variety of complications. It has been reported
that the frequency of obesity increases in women with PCOS,
and that PCOS can cause dyslipidemia and cardiovascular
diseases more frequently in these patients [1, 2].
Monocytes are one of the main structures in the immune system. It has been suggested that monocytes play
a role in atherosclerosis. High-density lipoproteins (HDL)

are known to play a role in the prevention of atherosclerosis
and cardiovascular diseases. It has been reported that HDL
also affects the functions of monocytes and functions to
prevent monocytes from functioning in atherosclerosis and
cardiovascular disease [3–5]. In this context, the monocyte/
/HDL ratio (MHR) has been shown to increase in many
diseases, especially in atherosclerosis and cardiovascular
diseases, and it has been shown that MHR can be used as
a predictive marker in many disorders [5, 6].
It has been reported that MHR is associated with metabolic syndrome, obesity and PCOS [7, 8]. However, there
are very few studies showing a direct relationship between
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MHR with PCOS and obesity. It has been proven that obesity,
which has an important place in cardiovascular diseases, is
significantly and independently associated with high MHR
and low LMR levels [9]. In this study, we aimed to evaluate
whether there is a relationship between PCOS and MHR and
other inflammatory parameters, to investigate the relationship of MHR and LMR that are easily obtained inflammatory
and oxidative stress markers, with obesity in women with
PCOS, and to determine the usability of MHR as a predictive
marker for PCOS.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Patients and Tests
The study included 64 patients diagnosed with PCOS
and 52 healthy women who presented to the Gynecology
and Obstetrics clinics of our tertiary hospital. The study
was approved by the ethics committee in accordance with
the requirements of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed
consent was obtained from all participants. PCOS was diagnosed using Rotterdam criteria [10]. According to these
criteria; oligomenorrhea (where menstrual cycles occur for
more than 35 days) or amenorrhea (where menstrual cycles
occur within at least six months intervals) is defined as
oligoovulation. In addition, the presence of hirsutism, one
of the hyperandrogenism findings, was evaluated using
the Ferriman-Gallwey scoring system [11]. Physical and gynecological examinations, pelvic ultrasounds and peripheral
venous blood sampling were performed on the second or
third day of a participant’s menstrual cycles. All women were
examined and pelvic ultrasound scans were performed by
the same gynecologist using a 7.0 MHz vaginal transducer
(Voluson 730, GE Healthcare, USA).
Patients who received medications for some diseases
such as Cushing syndrome, congenital adrenal hyperplasia, androgen-secreting tumors, oral contraceptives, antilipidemic and/or antihypertensive drugs, steroids, diabetic
drugs, anticoagulants or antiplatelet drugs were excluded
from the study.
After one night fasting, blood samples of the patients
were taken from the antecubital veins. For serum, biochemical and hormonal evaluation; complete blood counts were
measured using fluorescent flow cytometry or electrical
impedance method. Serum levels of follicle-stimulating
hormone (FSH), luteinizing hormone (LH), oestradiol (E2),
thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), antimullient hormone
and total testosterone were determined using commercially available enzyme-dependent immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) kits (eBioscience). Glucose, insulin, total cholesterol,
low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol and high density
lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol levels were measured with
AutoAnalyzer. Those with a BMI value ≥ 25 kg/m² were
considered obese [12]. The patients were divided into four
538

groups according to the presence or absence of PCOS and
obesity [8]. Accordingly, 38 obese patients diagnosed with
PCOS and 35 obese patients without a diagnosis of PCOS
were included in the study.
The LMR value was calculated by dividing the absolute
lymphocyte by the absolute number of monocytes. The
basic MHR was calculated by dividing the number of monocytes by the HDL-C level.
Depending on the result of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis performed on the MHR value, the
participants were divided into two groups according to
a 10.1 cut-off value.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyzes were performed using SPSS version 25.0 software (IBM SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive
data are given as numbers and percentages. Comparisons
between the groups were made with Pearson’s Chi Square
test and Fisher’s Exact Test for the categorical variables. Normality of the continuous variables was evaluated with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. The differences between the
groups in terms of continuous variables were analyzed using Student’s t Test, and the comparison of mean values
between multiple groups by variance analysis. The relationships between continuous variables were tested using Spearman’s correlation analysis. The capacity of MHR to predict the
association of PCOS and obesity was analyzed using ROC
curve analysis. Risk coefficient of categorical variables was
evaluated by logistic regression analysis and given as “odds
ratio”. The results were evaluated within the 95% confidence
interval, and p < 0.05 values were considered statistically significant. Bonferroni correction was made where appropriate.

RESULTS
The mean age was 26.5 ± 3.8 years (range: 20–34 years)
in the PCOS group, 27.8 ± 3.6 (range: 21–34 years) in the
control group, and there was no significant difference
between both groups in terms of mean age (p = 0.077).
The mean MHR (12.5 ± 4.6) in the PCOS group was statistically significantly higher than the control group (10.4 ± 4.0)
(p = 0.01) (Tab. 1).
In the examination performed by combining PCOS and
obesity status of the groups, the mean MHR value was significantly higher in the PCOS-obese group compared to all
other groups (p = 0.004) (Tab. 2, Fig. 1).
In the ROC analysis, cut-off value of 10.1 for MHR was found
to have a sensitivity of 84.8% and a specificity of 58.5% in determining the association between PCOS and obesity [area under
curve (AUC): 0.721; p < 0.001; lower bound (LB): 0.628; upper
bound (UB): 0.814; confidence interval (CI) 95%] (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the rate of those with a MHR level ≥ 10.1 was significantly higher in the PCOS group compared to the control group
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Table 1. Comparison of mean values between polycystic ovary
syndrome and control groups
PCOS
(n = 64)

Control
(n = 52)

p

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Total cholesterol [mg/dL]

183.1

32.4

171.7

26.0

0.042

Monocyte/HDL ratio

12.5

4.6

10.4

4.0

0.010

Neutrophil/lymphocyte
ratio

1.9

0.6

2.2

1.2

0.040

Lymphocyte/monocyte
ratio

4.5

1.7

4.5

1.7

0.926

Age [years]

26.5

3.8

27.8

3.6

0.077

Glucose [mg/dL]

91.4

12.8

91.8

8.3

0.856

Insulin [μIU/mL]

11.9

7.2

9.3

5.8

0.033

LDL cholesterol [mg/dL]

118.6

29.5

108.6

27.0

0.066

Anti-Müllerian Hormon
[mg/dL]

11.7

8.1

5.1

14.1

0.002

Trigliserid [mg/dL]

113.7

68.9

85.5

50.0

0.017

WBC [109/L]

7.5

1.7

7.2

2.1

0.352

Neutrophils [109/L]

4.2

1.2

4.2

1.2

0.960

Lymphocytes [109/L]

2.4

0.6

2.1

0.9

0.113

RBC [109/L]

6.0

1.8

4.5

0.3

< 0.001

MPV [fL]

7.7

0.9

8.0

1.0

0.085

HBa1c [mmol/mol]

5.4

0.4

5.5

0.3

0.432

PCOS — polycystic ovary syndrome; MHR — monocyte/high density
lipoprotein ratio; LDL — low-density lioprotein; RBC — red blood cells; WBC
— white blood cells; MPV — mean platelet volume; SD — standard deviation

(67.2% vs 40.4%) (p = 0.001). In addition, the rate of those with
a MHR level ≥ 10.1 in the PCOS-obese group was significantly
higher than the other groups (by combining groups) (84.8%
vs 42.5%) (p < 0.001). In the logistic regression analysis, the
determination of PCOS was increased by 3.026 folds (odds ratio;
1.401–6.535) in predicting the presence of PCOS compared to
those below 10.1, and 7.576 folds (odds ratio; 2.652–21.646) in
predicting the presence of PCOS + obesity (Tab. 3).
Correlation analysis in PCOS patients revealed that
MHR value was negatively correlated with age (p = 0.001;
r = –0.412), LMR (p = 0.003; r = –0.377) and total cholesterol
(p = 0.018; r = –0.302) (Tab. 4).

DISCUSSION
Polycystic ovarian syndrome is a syndrome that can affect all body systems including the cardiovascular system
[1, 2, 13]. Obesity, which is more common in patients with
PCOS, also increases the cardiovascular risk [12–14]. While
several studies in the literature [5, 6] have shown that MHR,
which has been recently investigated, is an indicator of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease, the present study
demonstrated that MHR is significantly associated with both
PCOS and the association between PCOS and obesity.

Inflammation and lipid accumulation are two indicators
of atherosclerosis. In addition to being localized, inflammation is a systemic process with increased levels of mediator molecules. Monocytes are a resource for structures
involved in the proinflammatory process. Monocytes play
a role in the first stage of progression of atherosclerosis. They
take part in the immune-mediated process, and bind to
adhesion molecules in the damaged vascular endothelium,
migrate to the subendothelial cavity, where they mature
and differentiate into macrophages [5, 15]. Modified LDLs
in atherosclerosis are taken up by macrophages located
in the vascular wall, inducing the release of inflammatory
cytokines. Monocytes also play a role in atherogenesis and
therefore in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular diseases
through many different mechanisms [5, 16]. HDL neutralizes
the proinflammatory effect of monocytes by inhibiting the
migration of macrophages and LDL oxidation as well as the
removal of cholesterol from the cells. HDL reduces the content of F-actin and prevents monocytes from functioning in
the arterial wall. It also prevents the adhesion of monocytes
to the endothelial wall [5, 17]. HDL also suppresses activation of monocytes and transformation of precursor cells
into monocytes [5]. It has been suggested that the inverse
of this mechanism, monocyte accumulation and decrease
in HDL may play a role in atherosclerosis and cardiovascular
diseases. In this context, it has been stated that HDL plays
a role in the reduction of atherosclerosis [5, 18, 19].
It was suggested that an increase in HDL and a decrease
of monocytes had a positive effect on atherosclerosis, and
the MHR value calculated by the ratio of monocyte count
to HDL level could be a negative predictive marker for atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases [5, 16]. MHR has
been shown to be a prognostic factor for cardiovascular
diseases [5, 16, 18]. MHR has also been reported to show
asymptomatic organ damage, systemic inflammation and
nephropathy in patients with hypertension [19, 20]. Usta
et al. [8] and Vahit et al. [9], showed that MHR was a marker
of metabolic syndrome characterized by obesity, increased
glucose, blood pressure, LDL and decreased HDL. In a meta-analysis and systematic review of 23 studies, Wekker
et al. found that women with PCOS are more likely to be
diagnosed with cardiometabolic risk factors such as Type 2
diabetes mellitus and hypertension compared to women
without PCOS. The authors also concluded that women with
PCOS are at a higher risk of developing non-fatal cerebrovascular events. Sensitivity meta-analyses of high-quality
studies have proven that the risk of developing Type 2 DM
and HT are higher in women with PCOS compared to those
without PCOS [21]. In another meta-analysis, a slight correlation was shown between biochemical parameters of
hyperandrogenism and metabolic findings, while some
correlation was found with these parameters and women
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Table 2. Comparison of average values between groups
PCOS-Obese

PCOS-Lean

Control-Obese

Control-Lean

Total

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Age [years]

26.7

3.7

26.3

3.9

28.8

4.0

27.4

3.5

27.1

3.8

0.184

Monocyte/HDL ratio

13.9

4.8

11.4

3.9

10.3

4.1

10.4

4.0

11.5

4.4

0.004

Neutrophil/lymphocyte
ratio

1.9

0.6

1.9

0.7

2.2

1.0

2.2

1.3

2.0

0.9

0.240

Lyphocyte/monocyte
ratio

4.6

1.8

4.4

1.6

5.1

1.7

4.2

1.7

4.5

1.7

0.367

Total cholesterol [mg/dL] 186.3

31.7

179.0

33.5

175.5

20.4

170.2

28.1

178.0

30.2

0.146

Glucose [mg/dL]

92.6

15.5

89.8

8.0

94.6

5.4

90.6

9.1

91.5

11.0

0.480

Insulin [μIU/mL]

13.6

6.4

9.8

7.7

10.3

5.7

8.9

5.9

10.7

6.7

0.016

LDL Cholesterol [mg/dL]

115.3

27.6

122.6

31.6

113.6

23.6

106.5

28.4

114.1

28.7

0.169

Anti-Müllerian Hormon
[mg/dL]

11.2

7.7

12.2

8.8

9.2

26.1

3.4

3.0

8.7

11.7

0.007

p

Triglyceride [mg/dL]

125.6

77.7

99.2

54.2

89.5

33.3

83.8

56.0

101.1

62.5

0.035

Neutrophils [109/L]

4.3

1.1

4.1

1.5

4.7

1.2

4.1

1.2

4.2

1.2

0.431

Lymphocytes [109/L]

2.4

0.6

2.3

0.6

2.3

0.7

2.1

0.9

2.3

0.7

0.238

Monocytes [109/L]

0.6

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.200

RBC [109/L]

6.1

1.9

6.0

1.7

4.6

0.4

4.5

0.3

5.3

1.5

< 0.001

WBC [109/L]

7.6

1.4

7.3

2.1

7.8

2.1

6.9

2.0

7.3

1.9

0.263

MPV [fL]

7.9

0.8

7.5

1.0

8.1

1.3

8.0

1.0

7.9

1.0

0.134

HBa1c [mmol/mol]

5.4

0.3

5.4

0.5

5.5

0.3

5.5

0.3

5.4

0.4

0.869

*p < 0.008 values were considered significant according to the Bonferroni correction; PCOS — polycystic ovary syndrome; MHR — monocyte/high density lipoprotein
ratio; LDL — low-density lioprotein; RBC — red blood cells; WBC — white blood cells; MPV — mean platelet volume

ROC Curve

1.0

14.00

0.8

12.00
0.6
Sensitivity

95% CI Monocyte/HDL ratio

16.00

10.00

0.4

8.00
PCOS + Obese

PCOS + Lean

Control + Obese

Control + Lean

Figure 1. Clustering of MHL — monocytye/high-density lipoprotein
values by groups; CI — confidence interval; HDL — high density
lipprotein; PCOS — polycystic ovary syndrome

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1 — Specificity

with PCOS. A correlation was shown only with fT, insulin
levels and insulin resistance, but it was reported that this
correlation might be due to the well-known effect of insulin
on SHBG and it was attributed to the possible limited effect
of excess insulin on androgen ovarian production [22].
Increased inflammatory neutrophils cause the release
of several types of cytokines, proteolytic enzymes, leading to tissue damage through activation of the coagula540

Figure 2. In the receiver operating characteristic analysis, the
threshold value of 10.1 for monocyte/high density lipprotein ratio
was found to have a sensitivity of 84.8% and specificity of 58.5% in
determining the association between polycystic ovary syndrome
and obesity (AUC: 0.721; p < 0.001; LB: 0.628; UB: 0.814; CI 95%); ROC
— receiver operating characteristic

tion cascade and impairment of endothelial integrity [23].
In response to inflammatory conditions, the number of
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Table 3. Comparison between groups by taking monocyte/high
density lipoprotein ratio threshold value (determined by ROC
analysis) 10.1
Groups
MHR*

PCOS
n

Control
%

n

p

OR

0.004

3.026
(1.401–6.535)

%

< 10.1

20

32.8

31

59.6

≥ 10.1

41

67.2

21

40.4

PCOS-Obese** Other groups < 0.001
< 10.1

5

15.2

46

57.5

≥ 10.1

28

84.8

34

42.5

7.576
(2.652–21.646)

*MHR groups are formed according to the threshold that the ROC analyze
revealed the ghighest sensitivity and specificity; MHR — monocyte/high
density lipoprotein ratio; PCOS — polycystic ovary syndrome; OR — odds
ratio

lymphocytes decreases, and it has been associated with
adverse prognosis in coronary artery disease [24]. Activation of monocytes is associated with inflammation and
atherosclerosis [25]. Monocytes and structurally altered
macrophages trigger the production of other inflammatory
cytokines [25, 26]. Systemic inflammation can be measured
using various biochemical and hematological markers [27].
LMR has been proposed as a substitute marker for inflammation in different populations, and also has a prognostic
and predictive value [28, 29]. Yue et al. [30], investigated
the neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio and the predictive value
of the monocyte-lymphocyte ratio in diabetic retinopathy.
In that study, no relationship was found between the severity of diabetic retinopathy and the monocyte/lymphocyte
ratio, but the monocyte/lymphocyte ratio was found to be
an independent risk factor for diabetic retinopathy [30].

Table 4. Correlation analysis between laboratory findings within the polycystic ovary syndrome group
Age
Monocyte/HDL ratio
Neutrophil/lymphocyte
ratio
Lymphocyte/monocyte
ratio
Total cholesterol
Anti-Müllerian Hormon
Triglyceride
BMI
WBC
Neutrophils
Lymphocytes
Monocytes
RBC
MPV
Homosistein

r

–0.412**

p

0.001

Monocyte/
HDL ratio

Neutrophil /
lymphocyte ratio

Lyphocyte /
monocyte ratio

r

–0.207

0.088

p

0.101

0.500

r

0.182

–0.377**

–0.355**

p

0.149

0.003

0.004

r

0.072

–0.302*

0.074

0.172

p

0.570

0.018

0.559

0.175

Total
cholesterol

r

–0.070

–0.058

–0.301*

0.155

0.017

p

0.587

0.659

0.016

0.226

0.893

Anti-Müllerian
Hormon

Triglyceride

r

–0.190

0.303*

0.063

0.205

0.303*

0.019

p

0.140

0.020

0.627

0.110

0.017

0.885

r

0.221

0.161

–0.017

0.139

0.016

–0.020

0.214

p

0.079

0.214

0.896

0.275

0.900

0.878

0.095

r

–0.126

0.190

0.360**

0.337**

0.202

–0.099

0.310*

p

0.319

0.142

0.004

0.006

0.110

0.442

0.014

r

–0.218

0.195

0.648**

0.138

0.116

–0.238

0.280*

p

0.083

0.131

< 0.001

0.277

0.363

0.060

0.027

r

–0.033

0.183

–0.460**

0.671**

0.084

0.116

0.270*

p

0.794

0.159

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.508

0.366

0.034

r

–0.302*

0.784**

0.084

–0.616**

–0.174

–0.043

–0.053

p

0.015

< 0.001

0.508

< 0.001

0.169

0.738

0.683

r

–0.185

–0.081

0.046

0.021

0.302*

0.435**

0.132

p

0.144

0.532

0.719

0.868

0.015

< 0.001

0.306

r

0.230

–0.223

0.051

0.137

0.166

0.028

–0.030

p

0.067

0.084

0.690

0.279

0.189

0.829

0.820

r

–0.105

–0.001

–0.137

–0.019

–0.228

0.084

–0.129

p

0.411

0.996

0.282

0.883

0.070

0.513

0.316

HDL — high-density lioprotein; BMI — body mass index; WBC — white blood cells; RBC — red blood cells; MPV — mean platelet volume
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LMR has also been observed to be associated with vascular
pathologies such as coronary artery disease and peripheral
vascular disease [31]. As a result of our study, we found that
MHR value was negatively correlated with LMR (p = 0.003;
r = –0.377) in PCOS patients who are at cardiovascular risk.
According to this finding, as LMR decreases, MHR value increases significantly in patients with PCOS. In conclusion, our
findings support that patients with PCOS can be followed
up using LMR and MHR parameters for cardiovascular risk.
Dincgez-Cakmak et al. [7], found a significantly higher
mean MHR value in PCOS patients compared to the control
group (9.6 vs 8.2) and reported a significant relationship
between MHR and PCOS for the first time. However, these
researchers additionally found that the mean MHR value in
PCOS patients with metabolic syndrome was significantly
higher than PCOS patients without metabolic syndrome,
and stated that MHR value could be used as a predictive
marker for metabolic syndrome in PCOS. For this reason,
in our study in which we aimed to evaluate the relationship between PCOS and MHR, patients with metabolic
syndrome were excluded from the study. Usta et al. [13],
found a significantly higher mean MHR value in patients
with PCOS than the control group (11.5 and 8.8). In our study,
the mean MHR in the PCOS group (12.5 ± 4.6) was significantly higher than the control group (10.4 ± 4.0) (p = 0.01).
In the ROC analysis conducted in our study, the sensitivity
of a cut-off value of 10.1 for MHR was found as 84.8% and
specificity as 58.5% in determining the association between
PCOS and obesity (AUC: 0.721; p < 0.001; LB: 0.628; UB: 0.814;
CI 95%). Accordingly, the rate of those who had a MHR
level ≥ 10.1 in the PCOS group was found to be significantly
higher than the control group (67.2% vs 40.4%) (p = 0.001).
All these data show that MHR increases significantly in PCOS
patients, especially MHR values a bove 10.1 may have a high
sensitivity rate in detection of patients with PCOS.
Usta et al. [13], calculated in their logistic regression
analysis that the MHR value increased by 1.101 folds increased determination power in predicting the presence
of PCOS. In the logistic regression analysis performed in
our study, it was calculated that there was a determination
power of 3.026 folds (odds ratio; 1.401–6.535) in predicting
the presence of PCOS in those with a MHR value ≥ 10.1. This
finding shows that there is a clear relationship between
MHR and PCOS.
Usta et al. [13], stated that MHR had an association
not only with PCOS but also with obesity. These researchers divided the patients into four groups according to the
presence of both PCOS and obesity, and found that
the mean MHR was significantly higher in the PCOS-obese
group than in all other groups. These researchers also found
that the mean MHR in the obese control group was higher
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than the non-obese controls. In our study, according to
the presence of both PCOS and obesity, the patients were
divided into four groups and analyzed. Thirty-eight obese
patients diagnosed with PCOS and 35 obese patients without a diagnosis of PCOS were included in the study. Similarly, in our study, the mean MHR value was found to be
significantly higher in the PCOS-obese group compared
to all other groups (p = 0.004). However, in our study, no
difference was found between the other groups. This finding might be resulted from the exclusion of patients with
metabolic syndrome in our study. For this reason, all these
data show that MHR level increases significantly in both
those with PCOS and obesity independently from metabolic
syndrome. When we excluded the metabolic syndrome, it
seemed that only obesity does not have a direct effect on
MHR. In addition, the fact that MHR value in non-obese
PCOS is not different from non-PCOS groups suggests that
obesity triggered by hormonal imbalance in PCOS causes
a high increase in MHR value with PCOS.
In our study, the rate of those with a MHR level ≥ 10.1 was
found to be significantly higher in the PCOS-obese group
(84.8% vs 42.5%) (p < 0.001). In addition, in logistic regression analysis, it was found that there was a determinability of
7,576 folds (odds ratio; 2.652–21.646) in predicting the presence of PCOS + obesity in those with a MHR value ≥ 10.1. These
findings show that there is a significant relationship between
the association of PCOS with obesity and MHR.
When the association of MHR with atherosclerosis and
cardiovascular diseases [8] and the relationship between
PCOS and obesity and dyslipidemia [31, 32] are evaluated,
the fact that MHR has a significant association with both
PCOS patients and PCOS-obese patients supports the view
that the risk of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular is high
with PCOS.
In our study, it was found that MHR value was negatively
correlated with age in PCOS patients (p = 0.001; r = –0.412).
According to this finding, as age increases, MHR value decreases significantly in patients with PCOS. In our study,
the similar age distribution among the groups shows that
the relationship between PCOS and MHR is not affected by the
age factor. According to these findings, while interpreting
the MHR value in patients with PCOS, it should be taken into
consideration that the older age may decrease MHR, and
cause an incorrect interpretation of the results.
There were some limitations in our study. Since our
study was a cross-sectional study, the patients’ previous MHR
values could not be learned, and the long-term changes in
MHR could not be observed, because the patients were not
prospectively monitored. In addition, since the long-term
risks of cardiovascular diseases could not be observed, this
subject could not be evaluated.
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CONCLUSIONS
MHR is a practical, easy-to-apply, cost-effective and
easily calculated indicator that requires no additional testing for patients. Findings obtained from this study showed
that MHR level was significantly associated with PCOS, and
especially MHR values above 10.1 could be a significant
predictive marker of PCOS. Our study findings, in which the
metabolic syndrome has been completely excluded, also
showed that the association between PCOS and obesity is
a very important trigger affecting MHR.
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FOXA1 is associated with high tumor grade,
myometrial invasion and lymph node invasion
in endometrial endometrioid carcinoma
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: FOXA1 expression has been demonstrated in several hormone-dependent cancers. However, data are limited concerning the role of FOXA1 in endometrial cancers. The present study aimed to investigate FOXA1 expression via
the microarray technique in benign hyperplasia, endometrial intraepithelial neoplasia, and endometrial endometrioid
carcinoma. We also aimed to determine whether there were any associations between FOXA1 expression, tumor grade,
myometrial invasion and lymphatic invasion.
Material and methods: Paraffin-embedded sections prepared from samples obtained from 114 patients who underwent
surgical hysterectomy or curettage were analyzed. Data were retrieved from digitally-stored medical records. Tissue
microarrays were prepared from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks. Full tumor sections were used for immunohistochemical analysis performed.
Results: Carcinomas with nuclear grade 3 had higher FOXA1 values than others, while grade 2 carcinomas also had higher
FOXA1 values relative to grade 1 (p < 0.001). FOXA1 values of FIGO stage III carcinomas were significantly higher than others
and stage II values were also significantly higher than stage I FOXA1 values (p < 0.001). Patients with myometrial and lymph
node invasion had significantly higher FOXA1 values than others (p < 0.001 and p = 0.047, respectively). FOXA1 had 91.30%
sensitivity, 63.60% specificity and 77.78% accuracy for predicting the presence of myometrial invasion with a cut-off value of 9.
Conclusions: FOXA1 expression is higher in endometrial endometrioid carcinoma compared to benign endometrial
hyperplasia or intraepithelial neoplasia. In patients with endometrial endometrioid carcinoma, high FOXA1 expression is
associated with high tumor grade, myometrial and lymph node invasion. However, FOXA1 expression is not associated
with lymphovascular or cervical invasion.
Key words: endometrial endometrioid carcinoma; FOXA1; myometrial invasion; lymph node invasion; tumor grade
Ginekologia Polska 2021; 92, 8: 544–549

Introduction
Worldwide, endometrial cancer is the sixth most common malignancy in women and the most common malignant tumor of the female genital tract [1, 2]. Temporal
studies have demonstrated a considerable increase in the
frequency of endometrial cancer in developed and developing countries [3, 4]. Endometrial cancer has been generally
categorized into two types as the most frequently seen
estrogen-dependent endometrial endometrioid (Type 1),
and estrogen independent non-endometrioid carcinoma
(Type 2) [5]. Benign endometrial hyperplasia (BH) and endometrial intraepithelial neoplasia (EIN) are assumed as

histopathological precursors in the development process of
endometrioid carcinoma [6]. Mutations in the PTEN, PIK3CA,
K-RAS, and CTNNBI and microsatellite instability have been
demonstrated to act in the pathogenesis of these tumors [7].
Extended exposure to estrogens is believed to give rise
to the development of estrogen-dependent type endometrial cancer. Unopposed exposure to estrogen causes over
activation of estrogen receptor α which leads to proliferation via the upregulation of growth factors including EGF
and IGF-1 [8]. Several co-activators and co-repressors are
known to regulate the activity of the estrogen receptor- α.
Forkhead box A1 (FOXA1), a member of the Forkhead Box
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transcription factor family, has been reported to increase
estrogen receptor- α activity by promoting the binding of
estrogen receptors [9]. FOXA1 binding to DNA is known to
alter chromatin structure and promote the binding of transcription factors such as estrogen receptor- α. The pathological role of FOXA1 expression has been demonstrated in
several hormone-dependent cancers. While the presence
of FOXA1 expression has been related to good prognosis
in estrogen receptor- positive breast cancers. Conflicting
results have been derived from studies investigating its role
in prostate cancer [10–12]. In addition to contrasting findings, there is limited data concerning the role of FOXA1 in
endometrial cancer and its histopathological precursors.

Objectives
The present study was aimed to investigate FOXA1 expression in BH, EIN, and endometrial endometrioid carcinoma using the microarray technique. Additionally, we
aimed to investigate whether any relationship exists between FOXA1 expression and the tumor grade, myometrial,
and lymphatic invasion of endometrial cancers.

Material and methods
The study group was retrospectively selected from
145 patients who had undergone hysterectomy or curettage at Antalya Training and Research Hospital from January 2014 to December 2018. Among these, 20 were excluded due to the lack of viable pathological specimens
or insufficient clinical data, while 11 were excluded due to
low-quality immunohistochemistry (IHC) results. The remaining 114 were included into the study, of which 45 had
undergone simple hysterectomy and 69 had undergone
curettage. All patients who had undergone simple hysterectomy (n = 45) had received lymph dissection. Repeat IHC
staining was not performed, the available specimens were
re-evaluated.
Paraffin-embedded sections were utilized for all measurements; and specimens without sufficient tissue sample
and those with histopathologically inconclusive results
were excluded from the evaluation. The demographic and
clinical data of all individuals were retrieved from digitally
stored medical records. Histological grading of the tumors,
myometrial, cervical and invasion patterns were determined
according to the FIGO (International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics) criteria [13]. The study was approved by
Ethics Committee of University of Health Sciences, Antalya
Education and Research Hospital (11/3, 2018).
Tissue microarrays (TMAs) prepared using triplicate
approximately 2 mm tissue cores of tumor samples that
provided ideal representation of the tumor and invasion
area, were placed into a single recipient paraffin block, using
a semi-automated instrument and targeted cores prepared

by two experienced pathologists (HTY and CSA). Immunohistochemical analyses were performed using FOXA1 primary monoclonal antibody (at 1:500 dilution, ab173287,
Abcam, USA). Sections of 4-µm- thick TMAs were mounted
on poly-L-lysine coated slides. Immunohistochemical analysis was performed using BOND-III Fully Automated IHC & ISH
Staining System (Leica Microsystems, Germany). Antigen
retrieval was performed using FOXA1 primary monoclonal
antibody (pH 6) left in citrate buffer for 10-minutes. Sections were exposed to 3% hydrogen peroxide for 5-minutes,
incubated with the primary antibody for 30 minutes, using
3,3’diamino benzidine as a chromogen for 5-minutes and
hematoxylin as a counter stain for 5 minutes.
All cases were evaluated for nuclear staining status of the
tumor cells by the same two experienced pathologists (HTY,
CSA). Each specimen was assessed by both pathologists
and a consensus result was deemed as the result. Briefly,
five fields with at least 100 tumor cells were evaluated. Any
intensity of nuclear staining of FOXA1 in ≥ 1% of the tumor
cells was considered positive regarding the control sample
intensities (prostate cancer cell nuclear staining intensity).
As we were focused on determining whether specimens
were positive or negative for FOXA1, we did not utilize any
specific scoring system. The pathologists were able to reach
a consensus decision on all samples; thus, there were no
inconclusive results within the final reports. All cases were
scored without prior knowledge of diagnosis or pathological
stage of tumor. When the staining intensity was weak and
deemed as nonspecific, then background staining was not
evaluated. TMA cores with inadequate tumor samples for
evaluation were not included in the end results. Sections of
prostatic carcinoma were used as positive control for FOXA1.
The SPSS version 21 software was used for all analyses. Normality of distribution was checked with the Shapiro-Wilk test. Data were given as mean ± standard deviation
(SD) and median (minimum-maximum) where and when
appropriate. Comparison of FOXA1 values between groups
were performed through non-parametric tests due to limited patient numbers, by the Mann-Whitney U test or Kruskal
Wallis test, depending on group count. Post-hoc pair wise
comparisons were made by using the Bonferroni correction
method. The relationship between age and FOXA1 values
was evaluated by calculation of the Spearman Correlation Coefficient. The performance of FOXA1 values for the
prediction of myometrial invasion was calculated via Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curves. Values with
P ≤ 0.05 were accepted as statistically significant.

Results
We included 114 patients into our study and the
mean age of the patients was 53.75 ± 10.63 years.) Patients
had endometrial endometrioid carcinoma (n = 71, 62.28%),
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BH (n = 22, 19.3%), and EIN (n = 21, 18.42%). FOXA1 values
were significantly higher in endometrial endometrioid carcinoma compared to the other groups (p < 0.001). Additionally, FOXA1 values were found to be significantly correlated
with age (r = 0.465 p < 0.001).
Most of the carcinomas were nuclear grade 2 (n = 40,
56.34%) while 17 (23.94%) carcinomas were grade 1 and
14 (19.72%) carcinomas were grade 3 (Fig. 1). Carcinomas
with nuclear grade 3 had higher FOXA1 values than others,
and grade 2 had higher values than grade 1 (p < 0.001).
Thirty-three (46.48%) carcinomas were histological grade 1,
31 (43.66%) grade 2, and 7 (9.86%) grade 3. Akin to nuclear
grade, those with higher histological grade had higher
FOXA1 values (p < 0.001). When we evaluated FIGO stage, we
found that 28 (39.44%) carcinomas were stage I, 29 (40.85%)
were stage II, and 14 (19.72%) were stage III. The FOXA1 values of our patients demonstrated a significant increase with
each grade (p < 0.001, Fig. 2).
Twenty-three patients had myometrial invasion and
these patients had significantly higher FOXA1 values com-

Figure 1. FOXA1 expression pattern in endometrial carcinoma:
A strongly positive immunohistochemical staining (x 40)

pared to those without (p < 0.001). The most common invasion pattern was well-circumscribed invasion (44.44%).
Ten patients had lymphovascular, eight cervical and six
lymph node invasion. There were no significant differences
for FOXA1 values regarding the invasion pattern, and the
presence or absence of lymphovascular or cervical invasion.
Patients with lymph node invasion had significantly higher
FOXA1 values than those without (p = 0.047) (Tab. 1).
When we evaluated the capability of FOXA1 expression
for the prediction of myometrial invasion, we found that
FOXA1 had 91.3% sensitivity, 63.6% specificity and 77.78%
accuracy for predicting the presence of myometrial invasion
with a cut-off value of 9 (Tab. 2).

Discussion
The present study shows that patients with endometrial
endometrioid carcinoma have higher FOXA1 expression
compared to those with BH or EIN. Furthermore, FOXA1 expression was significantly increased in patients with higher
grade endometrial endometrioid cancer. In addition, higher
FOXA1 expression was found to be associated with tumor
invasion.
FOXA1, a member of the FOX family of transcription factors, is acknowledged as a modulator of estrogen receptors
in breast and androgen receptors in prostate cancer. Studies
focused on breast cancer have revealed that FOXA1 triggers
not only the development but also the progression of the
disease, and it is essential for both estrogen receptor activity and its expression [14]. In addition, overexpression of
FOXA1 has been suggested to prevent metastatic progression, either by altering the expression of BRCA1 -associated
cell cycle inhibitor or directly stimulating transcription of the
E-cadherin gene (CDH1), which results in the induction of
E-cadherin expression and decreases the migration of cancer cells [15]. This dual action in breast cancers may indicate
that FOXA1 may promote progression in the early stages of
the tumor but suppresses progression in advanced stage.
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Table 1. Assessment of FOXA1 expression with regard to clinicopathological characteristics
n

Age (years)

Diagnosis

Nuclear Grade (ECa)

Histological Grade (ECa)

FIGO Stage (ECa)

Myometrial Invasion

Invasion Patterns

Lymphovascular Invasion

Cervical Invasion

Lymph Node Invasion

FOXA1 Expression (%)
Mean ± SD

Median (Min–Max)

≤ 55

53

11.57 ± 21.43

3 (0–90)

> 55

61

21.84 ± 24.63

10 (0–90)

BHa

22

0.95 ± 2.42

0 (0–10)

EINa

21

2.00 ± 3.26

0 (0–10)

ECab

71

26.51 ± 25.67

20 (0–90)

Grade 1a

17

7.18 ± 5.04

5 (2–20)

Grade 2b

40

20.50 ± 16.50

17.5 (0–60)

Grade 3c

14

67.14 ± 17.94

60 (45–90)

Grade 1a

33

8.06 ± 4.80

6 (0–20)

Grade 2b

31

35.68 ± 22.19

25 (8–90)

Grade 3b

7

72.86 ± 17.04

70 (50–90)

Stage Ia

28

7.71 ± 4.58

6 (0–20)

Stage IIb

29

25.03 ± 17.22

20 (5–60)

Stage IIIc

14

67.14 ± 17.94

60 (45–90)

Absent

22

12.27 ± 13.52

6 (2–50)

Present

23

37.30 ± 28.57

25 (5–90)

Well-circumscribed

20

22.50 ± 21.45

15 (2–70)

Diffusely Stromal

8

29.38 ± 30.41

17.5 (5–90)

Adenomyosis-like

10

22.50 ± 27.99

9 (5–85)

MELF

7

31.14 ± 31.56

20 (8–90)

Absent

35

23.14 ± 24.86

10 (2–90)

Present

10

31.80 ± 28.39

20 (8–90)

Absent

37

22.92 ± 24.31

10 (2–90)

Present

8

35.00 ± 30.71

20 (10–90)

Absent

39

22.26 ± 23.73

10 (2–90)

Present

6

43.33 ± 32.04

45 (10–90)

p
< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.640

0.116

0.102

0.047

Same letters denote lack of significant differences between groups. BH — benign endometrioid hyperplasia, ECa — endometrioid carcinoma, MELF — micro
cystic, elongated and fragmented pattern

Table 2. FOXA1 Expression in Predicting Presence of Myometrial
Invasion
Cut-off value

9

Sensitivity

91.30%

Specificity

63.60%

Positive predictive value

72.41%

Negative predictive value

87.50%

Diagnostic accuracy

77.78%

Area under ROC curve

0.842 ± 0.059

p

< 0.001

In breast cancer, FOXA1 expression has been demonstrated
to be associated with various clinicopathological features

and favorable outcomes including overall survival, breast
cancer-specific survival, and relapse-free survival [16–18].
In contrast to breast cancer, FOXA1 expression is associated
with reactivation of androgen receptor which plays a critical
role in the development and progression of prostate cancer
[19]. Overexpression of FOXA1 has been shown to be a predictor for poor outcome in prostate cancer [20].
Endometrial endometrioid cancer is nearly identical to
breast cancer regarding the role of estrogen receptors, as
estrogen receptor expression has been reported as a powerful prognostic marker [21]. In a preliminary study investigating FOXA1 expression in 109 cases with endometrial
cancer, Abe et al. [22], found that FOXA1 expression was
negatively associated with lymph node status. Moreover,
exogenous FOXA1 application has been reported to sup-
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press both the proliferation and migration of endometrial
cancer cells [22]. Recently, Tangen et al., investigated the
role of FOXA1 expression in a larger population including
529 primary and 199 metastatic endometrial carcinoma
lesions and found that low FOXA1 levels were associated
with a worse prognosis among estrogen receptor -negative patients. However, in those with estrogen receptor
positivity, five-year survival was similar in patients with low
or high FOXA1 expression [23]. In contrast to the findings
of previous studies, our results indicate that FOXA1 expression is associated with high tumor grade, lymph node
invasion and myometrial invasion. This inconsistency may
be due to the recruitment of patients with endometrial
endometrioid cancer where estrogen receptor expression
is common. In addition, several studies have demonstrated
that the majority of endometrial carcinomas also express
androgen receptors in addition to estrogen receptors. Qiu
et al. [24], in their study which evaluated 76 endometrial
cancer specimens, demonstrated that FOXA1 expression
was significantly correlated with androgen receptor expression, which was higher in advanced grade endometrial
cancer, suggesting that FOXA1 might promote cell proliferation through androgen receptors. In other words, the
interaction between androgen receptors and FOXA1 might
be the actual cause of tumor proliferation in endometrial
cancer; thus, providing an explanation to our results which
were in contrast with most of the literature. Therefore, we
speculate that the impact of FOXA1 on the development
and progression of endometrial endometrioid carcinoma
may be associated with the differences in the expression
of estrogen and androgen receptors.
We believe that further studies are warranted to determine the exact mechanism by which FOXA1 impacts lymph
node and myometrial invasion. Nevertheless, our results
indicate that FOXA1 levels are associated with increased
tumor grade and lymph node invasion which are conflicting
with some of the results of previous research.
There are some limitations to be mentioned concerning
the present study. These data must be interpreted with caution because of the relatively low sample size and the few
number of patients enrolled with endometrial endometrioid
carcinoma. Due to the lack of the follow-up, we could not
provide data regarding the survival rates. In addition, we
could not investigate estrogen and androgen receptor expressions in our samples, which may have provided further
data to determine the effects of FOXA1 on disease progression; however, it is commonly acknowledged that endometrial endometrioid carcinomas estrogen receptor-positive
tumors. Although we could obtain limited information from
our scarce number of study patients, we believe that our
findings will point to a critical role for FOXA1 in endometrial
endometrioid cancer.
548

ConclusionS
FOXA1 expression is higher in patients with endometrial
endometrioid carcinoma compared to those with BH or EIN.
In patients with endometrial endometrioid carcinoma, high
FOXA1 expression is associated with high tumor grade,
myometrial invasion and lymph node invasion. However,
we have found no association between FOXA1 expression
and cervical or lymphovascular invasion. Considering the
conflicting results in the literature and the interesting characteristics of FOXA1 expression, we have indicated that
further studies are needed to elucidate the role of FOXA1 in
endometrial endometrioid carcinoma.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Crohn’s disease (CD) is a repeating bowel disease characterized by remission and exacerbation periods.
The disease mostly affects adults of reproductive age. Women with desires to conceive are concerned about the effects
of CD on their fertility. To demonstrate the relationship between ovarian reserve and CD anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH)
levels, antral follicle count (AFC) and ovarian volüme were evaluated.
Material and methods: The prospective case-controlled study was conducted at a tertiary referral center in Istanbul
between March–August 2019. Ovarian functions were evaluated in 50 patients with CD and in 95 healthy women. Serum
gonadotropin and AMH levels were determined. AFCs and ovarian volumes were calculated for all subjects.
Results: AMH levels were significantly lower in CD patients (2.1 ± 0.8) compared to the control group (3.3 ± 0.9) (P = 0.001).
Serum AMH levels were significantly lower in patients with active CD (2.1 ± 0.6) than the CD patients in remission (2.6 ± 0.8)
(p = 0.002). Ovarian volumes and AFC values were significantly lower in both ovaries in CD patients compared to the
controls (p < 0.05).
Conclusions: AMH levels, ovarian volume and AFC counts, and thus ovarian reserve was shown to be decreased in CD
patients of reproductive age compared to healthy control subjects. Because possible effects of inflammatory damage
may be seen in newly diagnosed female CD patients who desire to have a child, we believe that CD patients should be
comprehensively assessed for ovarian reserve.
Key words: anti-mullerian hormone; crohn disease; inflammatory bowel disease; ovarian reserve
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INTRODUCTION
Crohn’s disease (CD) is a repeating bowel disease
characterized by remission and exacerbation periods [1].
The disease mostly affects adults of reproductive age.
Young women with desire of conception usually are concerned about the potential effects of CD on fertility and
pregnancy [2].
According to the latest consensus of the European Crohn’s and Colitis Organisation (ECCO), a decrease
in fertility is seen especially in women with active CD [3].
CD may reduce fertility directly through inflammation observed in the fallopian tubes and in the ovaries, or indirectly
following surgical treatments which can lead to tubal adhesions. There are a number of data about pregnancy out-

comes in young women with CD [4]. However, the results of
the studies investigating fertility and fecundity in women
with CD are controversial [5, 6]. Some authors advocate
a relationship between CD and subfertility [5], while others
report the same rate of infertility in these patients with that
of the general population [6, 7].
Ovarian reserve is an indicator of female fertility and
it can be evaluated with age, follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), luteinizing hormone (LH), estradiol, inhibin B,
anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) concentrations, ovarian volume, antral follicle count (AFC) and ovarian biopsy [8].
In this study, we aimed to evaluate the effects of CD on
ovarian reserve, and to demonstrate CD’s effect on ovarian ageing by comparing serum AMH, steroids, and gon-
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adotropin levels of female CD patients with the results of
healthy, and fertile reference population.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This prospective case-controlled study was conducted at
a tertiary referral center in Istanbul province between March
2019 and August 2019. The study protocol was approved
by the institution’s Ethics Committee (KAEK/2019.03.40) and
registered to ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03897400). According to
the G-Power analysis, the number of subjects in the study
group was 50 with 5% error and 80% power. Ninety-five
patients were recruited to the control group with a case
control ratio of 1:2.
After receiving ethics approval, 62 female patients, aged
between 18–40 years, diagnosed with CD who were consulted to our outpatient clinic for gynecological examination
and who gave written informed consent were included in
the study. Inclusion criteria were as follows: regular menstrual periods, no gynecological pathologies detected by
gynecological or ultrasound examination, and no history
of infertility. Tweleve CD patients aged over 40 years, who
had previously undergone ovarian resection, who had
polycystic ovary syndrome, renal failure (serum creatinine
levels > 1.2 mg/dL), suspected malignancy, hereditary or
acquired hematologic disease, who were pregnant or during
lactation period, who had severe comorbid chronic diseases,
abnormal thyroid function tests, known serious psychological problems or alcohol abuse were excluded from the study.
In addition, women with first degree relatives diagnosed
with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), with positive surgical histories and currently under medical treatment were
excluded from the study. The control group consisted of
women without any known disease and blood transfusion.
Finally the study included 50 women of reproductive
age with the diagnosis of CD confirmed with endoscopic,
radiologic and histopathological findings, and a volunteer
group of 95 healthy women as the control group. Demographic features, history of surgical and medical treatments,
gravidity, parity, menstrual cycle, history of smoking, age of
CD diagnosis, duration of CD, history of CD related surgery
and medication were recorded. Body weight and height
were measured in all women using electronic digital scales
and light clothes, and body mass index (BMI) was calculated.
During the early follicular phase (day 3 of the menstrual cycle) early morning venous blood samples were
collected in lithium-heparin tubes to determine AMH and
hormone levels. AMH levels were determined in batches
using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Ansh
Labs, Webster, USA). AMH correlates with AFC with a sensitive measurement range of 0.405–6.96 ng/mL [9]. In addition, serum acute phase reactants (human C reactive protein

(CRP), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), platelet count
and albumin) were measured in all participants.
The Crohn’s Disease Activity Index (CDAI) is used to
evaluate disease severity. A score ranging from 0 to over
600 is given to the patients according to their symptoms
which they record in a diary for seven days along with other
measurements such as the patient’s weight, CDAI, range
of bowel involvement and drug use. Patients with a CDAI
score of < 150 were considered to be in remission, while
patients with scores higher than 150 were accepted to have
active disease. All patients received a transvaginal ultrasonographic (TVUS) examination with a 8.5 MHz transvaginal
transducer (ATL 5000 HDI, Philips, Netherlands) performed
by a trained physician for the measurements of AFC and
ovarian volume. AFC was calculated by counting the follicles of 2–10 mm diameter in both ovaries with a standard
systemic approach. Ovarian volume was calcuted using
the following formula: Length (L) × Width (W) × Thickness
(T) × 0.523 [10].
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS Statistics
v. 20 for Macintosh package software. Normality of the continuous variables was tested using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Continuous variables are expressed as mean ± standard deviation and nominal variables as number of cases (n) and
percentage (%). Significance of the differences between
the groups in terms of the mean values was studied using
Student’s t test. Nominal valuables were evaluated using
Chi-square test. Correlation between CDAI and serum AMH
levels in CD patients was investigated with Pearson’s correlation analysis. A p value of < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS
A total of 157 women matched for demographic features
including age, gender and BMI were included in the study.
Among these, 12 CD patients were excluded according to
the exclusion criteria. The groups consisted of 50 CD patients
and 95 healthy control subjects. Clinical and demographic
data of CD patients and healthy controls are shown in Table 1. Median follow-up duration was 68 months for CD
patients. Median CDAI was 128 in these patients.
Among acute phase reactants, ESR was significantly
higher in CD patients compared to the healthy controls
(p < 0.05). There were no significant differences between
either group in terms of albumin levels, CRP and leukocyte
counts (p > 0.05). Both groups were statistically similar in
terms of estradiol (E2), FSH, LH, prolactin (PRL), hemoglobin (g/dL), platelet count (× 103), ferritin (ug/L), creatinine
(mg/dl) levels. Results of the serum AMH levels, ovarian volumes, and AFC are given in Table 2. Serum AMH levels were
significantly lower in CD patients (p < 0.05) (Tab. 3).
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Table 1. Demographic ve clinical characteristics of the crohn disease patients and controls
Variables

CD patients
(n: 50)

Control group
(n: 95)

p value

Age [years]*

29.6 ± 6.2

30.6 ± 6.4

0.239

BMI [kg/m2]*

26.5 ± 5.6

25.5 ± 5.3

0.517

Gravidity [n]*

1.6 ± 1.4

1.5 ± 1.1

0.198

Parity [n]*

1.3 ± 1.1

1.2 ± 0.9

0.543

Abortions [n]*

0.1 ± 0.07

0.1 ± 0.05

0.659

Alive [n]*

1.2 ± 0.3

1.1 ± 0.2

0.987

Age at CD onset [years]*

29.6 ± 6.2

–

–

Age at CD diagnosis [years]*

21.3 ± 5.1

–

–

Disease duration [years]*

5.3 ± 4.1

–

–

Intestinal resection, n (%)**
Ileal
Colonic
Ileocolonic

8 (16%)
3 (6%)
2 (4%)
3 (6%)

–

–

Treatment, n (%)**
Azathioprine
Methotrexate
Infliximab

40 (80%)
12 (24%)
8 (16%)
20 (40%)

–

–

*Student’s t- test; ** Chi-square test; CD — crohn disease; BMI — body mass index; Values are presented as mean (standard deviation) for continuous variables and number
(percent) for categorical variables

Table 2. Anti-Müllerian hormone levels, ovarian volumes, and antral follicle numbers of the groups
CD patients
(n: 50)

Variables

Control group
(n: 95)

p value

AMH [pg/mL, Mean ± SD]

2.1 ± 0.8

3.3 ± 0.9

0.001

Right ovarian volume [cm3]

7.1 ± 4.3

8.8 ± 5.2

0.001

Left ovarian volume [cm3]

7.2 ± 4.1

8.7 ± 4.3

0.002

Right ovarian AFC [n]

4.1 ± 2.1

5.8 ± 2.3

0.002

Left ovarian AFC [n]

3.2 ± 0.8

5.3 ± 2.9

0.001

CD — Crohn disease; SD — standard deviation; AMH — Anti-Müllerian hormone (pg/mL); AFC — antral follicle count

Table 3. Comparison of serum anti-Müllerian hormone levels between crohn disease (CD) patients and controls and various subgroups of CD
patients
Serum AMH levels [ng/mL]

p value

All participants

CD patients (n = 50)
Controls (n = 95)

2.1 ± 0.8
3.3 ± 0.9

0.001

Disease activity

Active CD (n = 21)
In-remission (n = 29)

2.1 ± 0.6
2.6 ± 0.8

0.002

Disease duration

Less than 5 years (n = 23)
More than 5 years (n = 27)

2.7 ± 0.6
2.2 ± 0.4

0.000

History of CD- related surgery

Yes (n = 8)
No (n = 42)

2.3 ± 0.7
2.5 ± 0.8

0.237

History of medical treatment

Yes (n = 40)
No (n = 10)

2.6 ± 0.4
2.4 ± 0.8

0.904

CD — crohn disease; AMH — Anti-Müllerian hormone (pg/mL)
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When CD patients were divided into groups according
to CDAI results; 21 (42%) CD patients were evaluated as
having active disease and 29 (48%) as in remission. Serum
AMH levels were significantly lower in CD patients with
active disease compared to those in remission (p < 0.05).
Only 8 (16%) CD patients had a history of surgical treatment. Among these, 3 underwent ileal, 2 colonic and 3 ileocolonic operations. There was no significant difference
between these patients and CD patients without a history of
resection in terms of serum AMH levels (p = 0.237) (Tab. 3).
Serum AMH levels were lower in smoker CD patients compared to non-smoker CD patients, but the difference was
not significant (p > 0.05). Among CD patients; 12 received
azathioprine, 8 received methotrexate, and 20 were treated
only by infliximab in monotherapy. None of the patients
received corticosteroids or 5-ASA (5-aminosalicylic acid)
(Tab. 3). There was no significant difference between the
patients who received medical therapy and those who did
not receive in terms of serum AMH levels (p > 0.05).
We performed a correlation analysis between CDAI
scores and serum AMH levels, disease duration, and ovarian volume. There was a significant negative correlation between CDAI and serum AMH levels in CD patients (r = –0.317,
p < 0.001). Again, there was a significant negative correlation
between disease duration and serum AHM levels in CD
patients (r = –0.618, p = 0.000). A significant positive correlation was observed between ovarian volume and serum
AMH levels in CD patients (r = 0.243, p = 0.001).

DISCUSSION
Gynecological diseases are common in women with CD.
Therefore, abdominopelvic pain, menstrual irregularities,
pelvic inflammatory diseases may be related to gynecological pathologies such as endometriosis or ovarian pathologies. This may interfere with earlier diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease due to similar symptoms [5, 11, 12].
Women with CD in general are in their reproductive ages
with a fertility wish. Therefore, they are concerned about
the harmful effects of the disease on their fertility potential.
CD has an inflammatory effect on the fallopian tubes and
ovaries especially during the active phase of the disease
leading to decreased fertility [5, 6, 12, 13]. AMH seems
an early, reliable and direct indicator of decreased ovarian function. In IVF studies, a serum AMH level > 1.32 ng/mL
indicated a good ovarian reserve, while a serum AMH
level < 1.32 ng/mL has been accepted as an indicator of
decreased ovarian pool [14]. Therefore, serum AMH levels
can be used in the evaluation of ovarian reserve [15]. In the
first study evaluating ovarian reserve using AMH levels, it
was demonstrated that female CD patients of 30–40 years of
age had significantly lower AMH levels compared to healthy

controls [16]. However, this study was retrospectively designed. To our knowledge our study was the first prospective
study evaluating ovarian reserve in female CD patients.
After Dr Crohn’s first report on CD and fertility, who
thought that fertility was not impaired by CD, following
reports concluded contrary results [5, 6]. These studies
demonstrated that fertility rate might be lower in women
with CD compared to the general European and Australian populations. The etiology is unclear. However, most
authors suggested that lower fertility rate in women with
CD was due to the postponement of conception or lack of
desire to have a child [17]. The lack of desire for conception
is based on the heritability of CD, the increased risk of congenital abnormalities, and teratogenicity of CD medications.
This underlines the need for a thorough medical communication on reproduction with CD patients [2, 18]. Postponement of conception expose women with CD to age related
change in ovarian reserve and associated infertility.
Epidemiologic studies have demonstrated that female
fertility decreseases significantly after 30 years of age especially due to loss of ovarian follicles [19]. This follicular loss
is physiological in some women, although it can be accelerated, resulting in premature ovarian reserve changes [16].
In a recent study, age older than 25 years and an active CD
were both found to be independently associated with low
ovarian reserve. Currently AMH is considered as the most
accurate marker in the evaluation of ovarian reserve. In the
above-mentioned study, decreased AMH levels i CD patients
older than 25 years of age were reported. On the other hand
serum AMH levels of patients younger than 25 were similar
to that of the controls [20].
It has been demonstrated that the levels of serum AHM
secreted by the antral follicles reflect ovarian follicle pool,
and can be used as one of the hormonal markers associated
with ovarian reserve in the diagnosis of ovarian insufficiency
[21]. There is a lifelong decrease in the number and quality
of oocytes in normal women [19]. AMH can be successfully
used in order to evaluate damage to the ovary caused by
pathologies or therapeutic agents [22]. It is possible to use
AMH for the evaluation of fertility potential in women with
CD who are at a higher risk, similarly as used among the
healthy population [16, 23]. In our study, we discussed the
effects of AMH levels on fertility potential in women with CD.
In a study by Senates et al. [23], CD patients were
divided into two groups according to their disease status. When these groups were compared with each other,
serum AMH levels were found to be significantly lower in
patients with active CD. The mean serum AMH level was
reported as 0.33 ± 0.25 ng/mL, which was lower than the accepted cut-off value (0.5 ng/mL) for normal ovarian reserve.
This result supports other studies showing that fertility is
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very low in female CD patients even in the absence of any
structural pathology in the genital system [23]. In our study,
we observed differences in the medical histories, various
exacerbation frequencies and medication protocols of CD
patients. This enabled us to evaluate the study population
also in terms of inflammation and disease activity. Serum
AMH levels were significantly lower in patients with active
disease.
Intestinal and extra-intestinal complications in CD patients tend to increase as the duration of the disease is
prolonged [24]. We also evaluated serum AMH levels on the
basis of disease duration. When CD patients were divided
into groups according to disease duration and AMH levels;
serum AMH levels were found to be higher in patients with
a disease of duration less than five years.
Furthermore, pelvic surgery may cause damage to reproductive organs, namely ovaries and tubas especially
following ileal pouch-anal anastomosis [25]. Previous studies
have suggested an association between surgical intervention and decreased fertility in women with CD [26]. In the
present study, no significant difference was found in serum
AMH levels between women operated due to CD and those
without a history of surgery.
In our study, along with the other factors that may damage reproduction performance, smoking status was also
recorded in women with CD. In a study by Van der Heide et
al. [25], patients known to have CD were mostly smokers.
In that study, smoking in CD patients was associated with
longer exacerbation periods, more complications, more
need for steroids and postoperative relapse [27]. Detrimental
effects of tobacco on ovarian physiology has been subject
to debate for a long time, and some newer studies have
demonstrated decreased ovarian reserve in smokers [28].
In our study, AMH levels were higher in non-smoker CD
patients than in smoker ones, but the difference between
smokers and non-smokers was not statistically significant.
Although our study has the power for evaluating serum AMH levels between patient and control groups, our
relatively small number of patients could limit generalization of our results. Since this study was conducted with
Turkish-origin individuals, it could be insufficient in evaluation of individuals from different ethnic origins. One of the
limitations of our study is; Even if the number of patients
receiving immunosuppressive agents is low, it is not possible
to distinguish whether the cause of low ovarian reserve is
caused by Crohn disease or medical treatment used for the
disease. However, being the first prospective study about
ovarian reserve among Crohn’s disease patients, and using
additional parameters such as AFC, ovarian volume and FSH
in addition to AHM are strengths of our study.
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CONCLUSIONs
This study demostrated that CD causes a significant
decrease in serum AMH levels of women within the reproductive ages compared to healthy women. This effect is
most prominent in active disease periods. In the light of
these data, we believe that CD patients’ awareness of their
reproductive potential could be increased by ovarian reserve evaluation to be performed in an early period, and
making conception plans in this direction could be helpful
for these patients.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Sentinel lymph node detection (SLND) has not yet displaced lymphadenectomy, but it is a desired supplementary technique in cervical cancer surgery. The aim of our study was to identify the sources of SLND failure while performing
the procedure by injecting blue dye (BD) into the cervix in cases of early-stage cervical cancer (ECC).
Material and methods: We analyzed 27 consecutive ECC patients (FIGO IA2–IB1) who underwent hysterectomy with
SLND and systematic lymphadenectomy between October 2011 and June 2014. The main inclusion criterion was at least
unilateral SLND by BD. Predictors of either unilateral or bilateral staining were identified using multinomial logit models
and a decision tree.
Results: Overall, bilateral staining was achieved in nine patients (33%). Among the factors analyzed, BMI > 23.5 kg/m2 was
the only factor negatively affecting the quality of SLND using BD (p < 0.02) in the univariable multinomial logit model.
All patients with BMI < 23.5 kg/m2 and depth of invasion ≥ 15 mm had unilateral mapping.
Conclusions: Both obese and overweight patients are unlikely to achieve optimal SLN staining with BD alone. Although
some possible reasons are discussed, we believe that further studies are needed to clarify the specific limitations of other
dyes currently in use.
Key words: sentinel lymph node; cervical cancer; mapping techniques; gynaecological oncology; blue dye; limitations
Ginekologia Polska 2021; 92, 8: 556–562

INTRODUCTION
Cervical cancer has one of the highest mortality rates
in the female population. Upon staging and assessing the
progression of the cancer, it is possible to detect whether
any sentinel lymph node (SLN) metastasis has occurred.
To achieve this, a chemical tracer is widely used to map
the lymph nodes. In addition to direct visualization by the
physician during surgery, preoperative or intraoperative
injection of tracers into the cervix is a method for assessing
the cancer’s spread [1–3].
Once excision of the SLN has been performed, it is important to achieve a histopathological determination of
metastasis. After histopathological SLN assessment, a decision must be made regarding whether to perform lymphadenectomy or chemoradiation. Overtreatment is desirable to
avoid in early-stage cervical cancer due to side effects [4, 5].

Bilateral staining (bilateral SLN detection) is effective as
a credible inference of non-SLN status, and increases metastasis detection, including micrometastases [6]. In contrast,
unilateral staining is perceived as unsatisfactory for the
surgeon as well as the pathologist, requiring procedures to
reduce the risk of false negative inferences on the status of
lymph nodes (and therefore obligatory lymphadenectomy
on the non-labeled side of the pelvis).
Many studies focus on the benefits and effectiveness of
individual methods (sensitivity and specificity), and there
are few publications on the causes of failure in detecting
SLN. Reasons that have been identified for failures in mapping SLNs include (but are not limited to) the following:
the type of tracer, whether a single tracer as opposed to
a tracer combination is used, prior conization, tumor size,
and patient age [7, 8].
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Objectives
The main purpose of this study was to identify the potential causes of false negative results of SLN identification
methods using intracervical blue dye (BD) injections at early
stages of cervical cancer on a cohort of patients from our
previously published research [9]. The second aim of the
current study was to review the limitations of other dyes
currently used in SLND procedures in cases of early-stage
cervical cancer.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The participants in this retrospective single institution
cohort study comprised of 27 patients with early-stage
cervical cancer (IA2 and IB1) according to the International
Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO 2009–
–2018) staging system, who were assessed between
October 2011 and June 2014. The participants underwent
either open or laparoscopic radical hysterectomy and lymphadenectomy with application of SLND as described in
detail in our previously published study [9]. With the patient in the lithotomy position, methylene blue (Methyleen
blauw, Sterop Pharmacobel, Belgium) was administered
submucosally in four places in the amount of 1 mL (10 mg)
per 1 needle puncture (size 22 G, Poly Medicure Ltd., India)
at 3, 6, 9, and 12 hours, each time about 0.5 cm from the
edge of the cervical tumor. When the tumor occupied most
of the cervix, the dye was applied to the free area of the
cervix at least 0.5 cm from the tumor. Administration was
performed in an operating room following anesthesia of the
patient, approximately 15–20 minutes before surgical skin
incision and approximately 15–25 minutes before opening
the retroperitoneal space and the identification of SLN(s).
Lymph nodes were considered sentinel when they were
blue in color as described by the operator or pathologist,
or a lymph pathway was identified that led to a specific
lymph node or nodes.
Lymph nodes were removed, separating the labelled
(sentinel) from the non-labelled (non-sentinel). Lymph node
samples embedded in paraffin blocks were tested by serial
sectioning of 4-micrometre slides every 150 µm and evaluated by ultrastaging using anti-cytokeratin (CK) AE1/AE3 monoclonal antibodies. Sections were placed on silanized slides,
two sections from a given section: one for haematoxylin and
eosin (HE) staining, and the other for antibody reaction CK
AE1/AE3. The staining directions (unilateral, bilateral) of the
SLNs were correlated to clinical data [age, body mass index
(BMI), anamnesis], postoperative tumor size, depth of invasion, the subjective quality of the BD application, the experience of the physician injecting the BD (novice ≤ 1 year of
work in gynecological oncology unit, moderate 1 ≥ 5 years,
and experienced > 5 years), and identification of large
(> 2 cm) nodes postoperatively (or intraoperatively) in the

pelvis. Two methods were used for qualitative predictors:
loglikelihood chi-square test (chi-square ML) and univariate
multinomial logit models. The second of these was also used
for quantitative predictors. The normality of distributions
of the quantitative predictors was verified with the use of
three different tests: Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Lilliefors and
Shapiro-Wilk. Results were indicated in the boxplots which
represent the distribution of the predictors according to the
directions of the staining. Furthermore, a decision tree was
used to find the decision algorithm and the importance of
the predictors.

RESULTS
In nine of the 27 (33%) patients, bilateral pelvic SLN
staining was achieved. As seen in Table 1, participant data
on various parameters relevant to the study were collected
and analyzed based. There were no significant differences
between the distributions of age, depth of infiltration and
postoperative size of the tumour or pelvic nodes in terms of
staining direction. There was also no significant combination
of predictors shown by the multivariable multinomial logit
model (Tab. 2). Furthermore, using the univariate ANOVA
test (Tab. 3), BMI was the only factor shown to be significant for staining direction, with a predictive value above
23.5 kg/m2. The median value of BMI for patients with bilateral staining was lower than in the cases with unilateral staining and the same applied to the dispersion of BMI in that
group. In the post-hoc analysis, the BMI differed between the
left and bilateral successful staining groups, with higher values occurring in the left-stained group (Tab. 4). Consequently, we may divide patients into two groups: patients with BMI
above 23.5 kg/m2 and patients with BMI below this value.
Patients with BMI below 23.5 kg/m2 achieved bilateral staining, whereas patients with BMI above 23.5 kg/m2 achieved
unilateral staining. Furthermore, sub-dividing the group
with BMI below 23.5 kg/m2 into two groups: 1) those with

Table 1. Patients characteristics in a cohort of 27 patients
Characteristic

Value

Age [years]

23–65 (median 54)

BMI [kg/m2]

19–37 (median 25)

PID in anamnesis (number of patients, %)

1 (3.7)

Previous use of contraceptives (number
of patients, %)

3* (11)

Previous cervical surgery (number of
patients, %)

10 (37)

Time between cervical surgery and
hysterectomy [days]

13–2550
(mean 320.67)

Previous pelvic surgery (number of
patients, %)

6 (22)

BMI — body mass index; PID — pelvic inflammatory disease; *in one case
intrauterine device was used, in two cases — oral contraceptives were used
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Table 2. Factors linked with direction of mapping
Predictors

loglikelihood chi-square
test

p value

Previous cervical surgery

4.584641

p = 0.10103

df = 2

Univariable multinomial logit model
p value
0.101

Previous pelvic surgery

1.357020

df = 2

p = 0.50737

0.507

Histological type

7.379678

df = 4

p = 0.11713

0.025

The quality of the marker’s application

4.603175

df = 4

p = 0.33049

0.100

Experience

1.826553

df = 2

p = 0.40121

0.401

Large lymph nodes [> 2 cm in greatest dimension]

5.265428

df = 2

p = 0.76853

0.769

Age [years]

0.126

BMI [kg/m2]

0.018

Size of postoperative tumor [cm]

0.108

Depth of infiltration [mm]

0.396

BMI — body mass index

Table 3. Univariate ANOVA tests for quantitative predictors
Levene Test (for variance)

Variable

ANOVA

F

p value

F

p value

Age

0.246028

0.783849

2.099059

0.144509

Body mass index

0.663798

0.524092

3.739278

0.038580

Depth of infiltration

1.182010

0.323888

0.872018

0.430938

0.9100886

0.6344

Postoperative tumor size [cm]*
*Kruskal Wallis test

Table 4. Post-hoc tests for increased weight
Direction of
staining

RIR Tukey’s test; variable: WEIGHT (BMI)
{1}
M = 27.444

left {1}
bilateral {2}

0.046760

right {3}

0.929121

{2}
M = 22.444

{3}
M = 26.721

0.046760

0.929121
0.098288

0.098288

BMI — body mass index

much fewer patients with right-sided mapping (only 1 in
our sample group) than those who had not undergone
surgery. There were no differences in the numbers of left
and bilateral staining (Fig. 3). Highly experienced physicians identified bilateral nodes to a greater extent than their
less-experienced colleagues (Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows lipomatous atrophy found in the pelvic lymph node of the patient
who had only one side of the pelvis mapped with success.

DISCUSSION
cancer stromal invasion below 15 mm, and 2) those with
cancer stromal invasion equal to or greater than 15 mm, thus
showing that in the first sub-group the bilateral staining was
dominating, whereas in the second sub-group the staining
was only unilateral. Returning to the group containing patients with BMI above 23.5 kg/m2, those patients who were
younger than 62.5 years typically showed left-sided staining
compared to the group with BMI above 23.5 kg/m2 which
showed a trend towards right-sided unilaterality (Fig. 1).
Across the whole study group, those with the histopathological subtype of squamous cell carcinoma and unilateral staining outnumbered those with squamous cell carcinoma and bilateral staining, while in the adenocarcinoma
subtype there was a tendency for unilateral SLN mapping
(Fig. 2). In the case of previous cervical surgery there were
558

While in our previous study [9] there was no room for
elaborating the topic in this regard, the aim of our present
study was to provide possible explanations for the fact that
bilateral staining occurred in less than half of the study subjects. Predictors of either unilateral or bilateral staining were
identified using multinomial logit models and a decision
tree. The main result of the study shows that both overweight and obese patients are unlikely to achieve optimal
SLN staining with BD alone. One of the reasons for that is
the lateralization of the SLN staining that occurs with dye.
It is increasingly important to identify the precise extent of
lymph node metastasis in order to avoid any over-resection
of healthy tissue, in consideration of patients’ quality of life
after treatment. The dye markers, among which blue dyes
are mainly used, included: aniline derivatives (patent blue
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Figure 1. Decision tree comprising obestity, age and depth of infiltration; BMI — body mass index; ID — node numbers (there are 9 different types
of lymph nodes in total in the statistical analysis); N — is the number of units (patients in the node)
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Figure 2. The interaction plot showing distributions of number of
patients simultaneously due to histological type and direction of
color

Figure 3. The interaction plot showing distributions of number
of patients simultaneously due to previous cervical surgery and
direction of color

V, Patentblau — V; alfazurin, Alphazurin, lymphazurin, Lymphazurin) and methylene blue. The choice of methylene blue
was dictated by the practice used in the clinic. Methylene
blue is a widely available and relatively inexpensive dye, that
does not require additional facilities, and in our study, it was

used as a supplementary diagnostic procedure for planned
lymphadenectomy. Our study was designed to evaluate
the efficacy of methylene blue dye that was being administered in a single institution in a cohort of patients with
early-stage cervical cancer. Only two factors proved to be
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Figure 4. The interaction plot showing distributions of number of
patients simultaneously due to experience of physician and direction
of color

Figure 5. Lipomatous atrophy in the pelvic lymph node; A pelvic
lymph node in a patient who has overweight (26 kg/m2) and a sentinel
lymph node mapping failure. The lymph node begins to turn off
functionally from the lymphatic plexus and lymph ceases to flow
through part of the node. Lipomatous atrophy is formed in place of
the structure of the lymph node (asterisk). However, preexistent lymph
node structure (arrows) does not exclude lymph node metastasis

significant causes of lateralizing hemipelvis staining: a BMI
higher than 23.5 kg/m2 and histopathological subtypes of
cervical carcinoma. Other analyzed factors such as gynecological anamnesis, age, experience of physician injecting the
BD, size of tumor, size of lymph nodes, and histological type
were insignificant in relation to the quality of detection of
reactive lymph nodes.
The techniques for labelling SLN involve administering
the tracers in a manner that allows them to reach from the
vicinity of the primary tumor or from the primary tumor
itself to each lymph node connected to it by a lymph vessel.
Among those currently used, there are dye-based, isotopic
either with or without lymphoscintigraphy, and dye-isotopic methods; and in the field of clinical research there
are isotope-free methods, either using the paramagnetic
560

properties of tissue or specifically designed markers showing the reaction to infrared light (i.e., indocyanine green,
ICG). Physicians prefer dye tracers for its simplicity, as it is
injected pre-operatively directly into the four quadrants or
two sides of the uterine cervix under general anesthesia, and
there is no need to consult a nuclear medicine department
as is the case when technetium-99m-labeled human serum
albumin is injected. These aspects offer comfort and confidence. Other reasons for preferring dye tracers over other
types are their lower cost, that there is no need for special
visualization systems, and no need for a central pharmacy to
prepare the dye. However, the rate of false negative results
associated with the use of BD requires consideration [10–13].
Overweight/obesity is a worldwide problem that continues to grow, especially in developed countries. Abnormal
BMI not only increases the risk of many neoplastic diseases,
but also affects the outcomes of many medical procedures.
A substantial proportion of patients undergoing surgery
for cervical cancer are overweight or obese. This is an issue
when one considers the recent European Society of Gynecological Oncology recommendations that say open surgery
in cervical cancer is the gold standard for the treatment
of patients with this type of cancer [14]. Among possible
reasons that overweight and obesity affect the results of
sentinel node labeling, are the dispersion of the chemical
tracer across a greater body surface area (i.e., too-low doses
are administered) and metabolism. Recent studies have
shown that the use of ICG can bypass obesity-related problems with SLN staining [15, 16]. Although obesity itself is
defined as a BMI value of above 30 kg/m2, our study showed
an unfavorable trend beginning as low as 23.5 kg/m2, meaning that the risk of false negative outcomes increased at
values well below the officially recognised lower threshold
of overweight status. As studies have shown that this issue
can partly be bypassed with the application of ICG, the use
of this dye tracer is advisable. However, it must be noted
that even with the application of ICG, completely bypassing
the effects of overweight/obesity is not possible since this
tracer has shown increased false negative results at elevated
BMIs (although the BMIs producing negative results for ICG
are higher than those for methylene and isosulfan blue
dyes). The conclusion to be drawn is that although these
tracers provide false-negative results at higher BMIs, the
false-negative rates are considerably lower when using
ICG than when applying methylene or isosulfan blue tracers [17, 18]. The reasons for poor bilateral staining results
with BD may be because in cases where there are patients
with a higher BMI and relatively low expertise of those conducting the procedure, and the difficulty of gaining a clear
view of the surgical field (i.e., more fat tissue, more rapid
tracer penetration into this tissue), it becomes easier to
make an error when applying the tracer into the cervix
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Table 5. Methods for sentinel lymph nodes mapping in gynecological oncology
Mapping method

Benefits

Defects

Limitations in cervical cancer

References

Dye
(isosulfan blue,
methylene blue,
patent blue violet)

It does not require
advanced facilities of the
nuclear medicine ward,
avoiding radiation

Demanding technique (role
of experience), possibility of
allergic reactions, tattoos,
quantitative measurement
impossible

Dependence on favorable operational
field exposure, avoiding dilution of
the dye (rapid absorbing to lymphatic
pathway), blue dye dosage and site
of injection, the time between dye
injection and the operative procedure
(risk of moving of BD on to the nonsentinel lymph nodes)

Jarruwale et al.
2012

With the use of
infrared light
(fluorescent dye)

It does not require
advanced facilities of the
nuclear medicine ward,
avoiding radiation

Requires a special
intraoperative detection
system; the possibility of
an allergic reaction, tattoos

Spilling from the lymphatic system
during lymph node dissection due
to small size of particles, presence of
metastatic lymph nodes

Cheng-Yen Lai et al.
2018, Bedynska et
al. 2019

Higher sensitivity
and specificity in
the detection of SLN
compared to the
dye technique itself,
quantification of uptake

Expensive, requiring
(less than in the case of
lymphoscintigraphy)
facilities of the nuclear
medicine facility (qualified,
interdisciplinary staff),
contraindicated in pregnant
women and lactation

Primary tumor site, scanned timing
before SLN can uptake radioactive
matters, different infusion areas, size of
investigating materials

Jarruwale et al.
2012

Preoperative
lymphoscintigraphy

High sensitivity and
specificity in SLN
detection, quantitative
uptake assessment,
useful in so-called
„Learning curve”, testing
new combinations, e.g.
Tilmanocept*

Expensive, requiring nuclear
medicine facilities (qualified,
interdisciplinary staff), having
a gamma camera)*

Primary tumor site, scanned timing
before SLN can uptake radioactive
matters, different infusion areas, size of
investigating materials

Jarruwale et al.
2012, Surasi et al.
2015

Paramagnetic

Low cost and outlay
of hardware facilities
compared to the results
obtained, quantification
of uptake

Requiring nuclear medicine
facilities (qualified,
interdisciplinary staff, having
the appropriate detector)

Not yet available for cervical cancer

Radioisotope
(99mTc-labeled
nanocolloids)

*for tilmanocept, no agreed good practice for cervical cancer; BD — blue dye; SLN —sentinel lymph node

(i.e., incomplete application, technical difficulties). In Table
5, we have provided a comparison of different lymph node
labelling method [7, 17–20]. Although lipomatous atrophy
in the lymph nodes has not been linked with obesity in the
literature, one may consider such an association. In several
patients with hemi-pelvis mapping, we observed this condition of the lymph nodes (2–5 per patient on the contralateral side), while in the group with bilateral staining we
found such lymph nodes less frequently (0–2 per patient).
The number of patients in this study is limited and the condition of lipomatous atrophy is too common to draw specific
conclusions on this topic.

CONCLUSIONS
This study has some limitations. One limitation was
related to the low number of samples. Having studied only
27 patients, the results may have produced inaccuracies
which may have been avoided if the number of samples
was greater. Another limitation was related to the relatively
high number of physicians involved in injecting the dye.
The physicians possessed different levels of experience and

expertise. The third limitation relates to the fact that blue
dye is no longer the preferred method for detecting SLNs as
other dye tracers have been shown to be superior. However,
that was not the case several years ago when the study was
commenced. The fourth and last concern is the decision
tree used. However, it is of importance to remember that
the decision tree is not a statistical test but simply a system
for the division of units based on a chosen classification
measure. It can occur that it shows the rule which exists in
the sample but not in the population. Thus, in our opinion it
is helpful to use decision trees to formulate rather than prove
hypotheses. Due to the small sample size, we were unable
to find excessive rules and deviations since a decision tree
easily creates individual groups. Nevertheless, we believe
that further analyses that take into consideration obese and
non-obese patients would have scientific value.
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miR-181d promotes pancreatic beta cell dysfunction
by targeting IRS2 in gestational diabetes mellitus
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Hyperglycemia that develops during pregnancy is a diagnostic criterion of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM).
Current studies have shown that the expression of miRNA-181d is significantly enhanced in the glomeruli of type 2 diabetic.
However, the relationship between miR-181d and GDM has never been reported before.
Material and methods: The serum samples were collected from patients with GDM and subjected to qRT-PCR to verify
the potential altered the miR-181d expression. In an in vitro GDM model, the miR-181d expression was induced by high
glucose treatment, a miR-181d inhibitor was transfected into INS-1 cells to reduce miR-181d expression. Then, the level
of insulin mRNA, cell viability, and content of total insulin were analyzed through ELISA, CCK-8 assay, and qRT-PCR assay.
The relative apoptosis rates were detected by Annexin-V/PI assays. Finally, the shIRS2 transfection was performed to test
whether in pancreatic β cells, IRS2 had similar insulin-enhancing functions as the miR-181d inhibitor.
Results: MiR-181d expression level was positively correlated with fasting blood glucose levels and the inhibition of miR-181d
reduced insulin resistance, enhanced cells viability and suppressed high-glucose-induced apoptosis. In addition, the suppression of miR-181d improved the functions of INS-1 cells by targeting IRS2.
Conclusions: In summary, this study indicated that miR-181d modulated the process of insulin signaling and cell viability and
apoptosis in pancreatic β cells by targeting IRS-2, suggesting that miR-181d inhibition is a potential target for GDM therapy.
Key words: gestational diabetes mellitus; miR-181d; pancreatic beta cell; IRS2; insulin resistance
Ginekologia Polska 2021; 92, 8: 563–570

INTRODUCTION
Diabetes is linked to an abnormal metabolic condition
that is characterized by insufficient blood glucose control
or peripheral tissue resistance to insulin action [1, 2]. Hyperglycemia that develops during pregnancy is one of the
symptoms of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) [3, 4].
GDM, often beginning about 20–24 weeks of pregnancy, is
defined as the glucose intolerance with onset or first recognition during pregnancy and whether the condition persists
after pregnancy. GDM is currently the most general medical
complication of pregnancy and affects approximately 3–8%
of pregnancies [5, 6]. GDM drastically increases the various
risks of a number of adverse events, such as respiratory
distress syndrome, macrosomia, hyperbilirubinemia, hypoglycemia, metabolic syndrome, and type 2 diabetes, for
fetuses and pregnant women [7–9]. However, the detailed

molecular mechanism underlying the occurrence of GDM
remains mostly unknown. The pathophysiology of GDM is
related to defects in β-cell function [10, 11] and reductions
in peripheral insulin sensitivity [12, 13]. Therefore, finding
the specific downstream factors of β cells may help develop
new therapeutic targets for GDM. MiRNAs are a class of small
noncoding RNAs that regulate gene expression by repressing translation, degrading target mRNAs, and regulating
the cell cycle and immune system homeostasis [14, 15].
MiRNAs have been illustrated to be related with multiple
sides of pancreatic development, glucose-stimulated insulin
expression, and β-cell function or differentiation [16, 17].
Recently, several studies have shown that circulating
miRNAs in plasma or serum are putative early biomarkers of
diabetes [18] and differentially expressed in GDM [19, 20].
The role of miRNAs in diabetes has been related with several
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pathogenic characteristic, such as miR-410 and miR-200a
stimulated the glucose level to regulate the insulin expression [21]. The overexpression of miR-30d and miR-29 also
associated with insulin gene expression and insulin resistance [22]. Moreover, the expression of miRNA-181d is significantly enhanced in the glomeruli of type 2 diabetic mice
and can reduce cellular triglycerides and cholesterol esters
by inhibiting isocitrate dehydrogenase [23–25]. However,
the relationship between miR-181d and GDM has never
been reported before.

Objectives
We hypothesized that miR-181d can serve as a candidate
biomarker for predicting GDM in early pregnancy. We concentrate on the expression level of miR-181d in GDM and
consider its role in the functions of pancreatic β cells. Then,
we searched the signaling molecules and pathways that are
regulated by miR-181d and identified the molecules that are
the targets of miR-181d in regulating GDM.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Patients and blood samples
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Taikang Xianlin Drum Tower Hospital. The blood samples
were obtained from normal pregnant women (n = 30) and
pregnant women with (n = 25) GDM that were matched
for age and body mass index (BMI) and requested to fasting blood glucose concentration measurements. All blood
samples were stored at –80°C until required.

Cell culture
Rat insulinoma (INS-1) cells were obtained from the
cell bank of American type culture collection (ATCC) and
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) with L-glutamine
supplemented with 10 mm HEPES, 1 mm sodium pyruvate, 100 units/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin and
10% fetal bovine serum in a humidified atmosphere of
5% CO2 and 37°C. INS-1 cells were subcultured when they
achieved 90% confluence. Prior to experimental use, cells
were precultured in serum free medium with different glucose condition (5.5, 11 or 22 mm) overnight.

Total RNA extracted from the cells and blood sample
using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) according to the reference instructions and reverse transcription of miRNA-181d to cDNA by PrimeScript RT reagent Kit
(Takara, Japan). The specific primers for miRNA-181d were
purchased from Applied Biosystems (TaqMan MicroRNA
Assay, miRNA-181d, ID 001099). The gene expression level
was quantitative by TaqMan MicroRNA assay kit on real-time
PCR system (Applied Biosystems) were used according to
the manufacturer’s protocols. The mouse U6 was used as
an internal control for normalized the miRNA-181d expression and comparisons calculated as the inverse log of ΔΔCT
to give the relative fold change for all miRNA levels.

Western Blot Analysis
After different dose of glucose treatment and miR-181d
inhibitor transfection, INS-1 cell were plural, were lysed
with RIPA lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and
collected the total protein. The BCA kit was used to measure the protein concentration. 30 μg proteins were separated by 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide (SDS)
gel and transferred to Nitrocellulose (NC) membranes. After blocked in 5% skim milk for two hours at normal atmospheric temperature, the membranes were then incubated with 1:2000 dilutions of the primary antibodies
(IRS2 and β-actin, both antibodies purchase from Abcam,
ab203051 and ab8227) at 4°C overnight. The membrane
was washed and incubated with 1:5000 dilutions of the
secondary antibodies for one hour at room temperature.
Protein expression was determined by using enhanced
chemiluminescence (ECL) detection System. Signal intensities were developed using Image Lab Software (version
3.0).

Cell Apoptosis Assays
The cells were harvested after treatment with different conditions and estimated the apoptosis cells by
staining with annexin V/propidium iodide (PI) kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Finally, the fluorescence of cells was detected and analyzed by flow cytometry (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA).

Cell transfection
INS-1 cells were detached and plated at 2 × 105 cells per
well into six well plates before transfection. When cell confluence reached 60–70%, miR-181d inhibitor, NC inhibitor and
short-hairpin IRS2 RNA (IRS2 shRNA) were transfected into
cells using Lipofectamine 2000 and lentiviral packaging mix
according to the reference instructions. After 48 hours, cells
were collected for further experiments.
Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
(q-PCR).
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CCK-8 assay
The INS-1 cells viability were plural, were measured by Cell
Counting Kit-8 (PA137267, Pierce) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The INS-1 cells were seeded at a density of
1 × 105 cells/well in a 96-well plate and treated with different
concentration of glucose (5.5 mm to 22 mm). After growth for
different conditions, the cells were incubated by CCK-8 reagent
for 20 min. The absorbance value was assessed at 450 nm in
a microplate reader.
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Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
The INS-1 cells were seeded and incubated for 24 h. After
treated with different concentration of glucose (5.5 mm to
22 mm) to stimulate release of insulin, the cells were lysed in
lysis buffer, and then centrifuged for collected the supernatant. The supernatant was frozen at −20°C until assayed. The
secretion level of insulin from INS-1 cells were plural, were
measured by insulin ELISA kit (EZHI-14K, Sigma-Aldrich)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Luciferase activity assay
To investigate targets with significant change, the fragments of IRS2-3’-UTR with wide-type (IRS2 wt) and mutant
(IRS2-mut) binding sites for miR-181d were inserted downstream of luciferase gene into pmirGLO luciferase Vectors
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). After the IRS2 wt and IRS2-mut,
the cells were co-transfected with miR-181d inhibitor by
Lipofectamine 2000. HEK293 cells were transfected with
miR-181d inhibitor, along with mutant IRS2 reporter vector,
the negative control (NC inhibitor) as needed within the
experimental setup. After incubation, the luciferase reporter
assay was used to applicated the cells, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Promega, Madison, WI, USA).

Statistics
All data were reported as mean ± SD. Analysis among
multiple groups were carried out by ANOVA using the
GraphPad Prism software 5.0. The connections between
miR-181d with IRS2 and miR-181d with blood glucose were
measured by Pearson correlation analysis. P value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
miR-181d is overexpress in gestational diabetes
mellitus
Serum samples were collected from patients with
GDM and nondiabetic pregnant women and subjected

A

B

to qRT-PCR to verify the potential altered the miR-181d
expression in the serum of patients with GDM. In the present study, the miR-181d level was markedly increased in
patients with GDM compared with that in normal patients
(Fig. 1A). The correlation between miR-181d and fasting
blood glucose level was demonstrated via Pearson analysis. MiR-181d expression level was positively correlated
with fasting blood glucose levels (r = 0.7182, p < 0.001)
(Fig. 1B). This result suggested that the overexpression of
miR-181d might be a potential new diagnostic approach
for GDM treatment. The INS-1 cell line presents many
important characteristics, including high insulin content
and response to glucose stimulation, of pancreatic β cells.
The INS-1 cells were treated with different concentrations
of glucose ranging from 5.5 mm to 22 mm for 4 days to
elucidate the GDM-associated expression of miR-181d.
As shown in Figure 1C, miR-181d was dose-dependently
induced at glucose concentrations of 5.5 mm to 22 mm.
Taken together, these results indicated that miR-181d had
a critical regulatory effect on GDM.

Knockdown of miR-181d reduces insulin
resistance in pancreatic β cells
Given that miR-181d expression was induced by high
glucose treatment, a miR-181d inhibitor was transfected into
INS-1 cells to reduce miR-181d expression (Fig. 2A). Then,
level of insulin mRNA, cell viability, and insulin content were
analyzed through ELISA, CCK-8 assay, and qRT-PCR assay.
As depicted in Figure 2B, under high glucose stimulation
(22 mm), the viability of INS-1 cells in the miR-181d inhibition group significantly enhanced compared with that of
cells in the blank and inhibitor NC groups. Compared with
the blank and inhibitor NC groups, the insulin expression in
response to glucose stimulation was significantly increased
in the miR-181d inhibiting INS-1 cells. (Fig. 2C). However,
cell viability and insulin secretion did not significantly differ
among each group under low glucose conditions (5.5 mm).

C

Figure 1. Up-regulation of miR-181d in GDM and its expression is positively correlated with blood glucose concentration; A. The expression
levels of miR-181d were determined by qRT-PCR in blood samples from GDM pregnancies and healthy pregnancies. **p < 0.01 vs normal group;
B. Correlation between miR-181d level and blood glucose determined by Pearson correlation analysis (r = 0.7182, p < 0.0001); C. The expression
levels of miR-181d were analyzed by qRT-PCR in INS-1 cells after treatment with different concentration of glucose. The values are means ± SD.
** p < 0.01 vs 5.5 mm group
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Figure 2. Knockdown of miR-181d enhanced the functions of pancreatic β cell; A. The transfection efficiency of miR-181d inhibitor in INS-1 cells
after treatment with different concentration of glucose; B. Cell viability was determined by CCK-8 assay after transfection with miR-181d inhibitor
in INS-1 cells; C. Total insulin secretion was measured by ELISA assay in INS-1 cells. The values are means ± SD. **p < 0.01 vs 5.5 mm group or NC
inhibitor group

These results indicated that in INS-1 cells, the inhibition of
miR-181d reduced insulin resistance and enhanced viability.

Knockdown of miR-181d suppressed highglucose-induced apoptosis in pancreatic β cells
Previous studies have demonstrated that high glucose
concentration is toxic to cultured β cells. The relative apoptosis rates, detected by Annexin-V/PI assays in INS-1 cells,
were determined to validate whether miR-181d was indeed
involved in the possible molecular mechanisms underlying the high-glucose-induced apoptosis of pancreatic β
cells. The data demonstrated that the group incubated with
22 mm glucose showed fewer live cells than the group
treated with 5.5 mm glucose. Compared with that that of
the high-glucose group, the relative rate of apoptosis in
INS-1 cells was remarkably suppressed by the miR-181d
inhibitor (Fig. 3). These results indicated that miR-181d affected high-glucose-induced apoptosis in INS-1 cells.

MiR-181d functions as an IRS2 regulator
Given that miRNAs function by regulating the expression of their target genes, bioinformatics analysis was
performed to verify the potential targets of miR-181d.
In accordance with the results of these analyses, we focused
on the insulin receptor substrate IRS2, which plays a critical
role in maintaining the adequate growth and survival of
pancreatic β cells. The WT IRS2 3'-UTR including the predicted miR-181d binding sites or the MT IRS2 3'-UTR without
miR-181d binding sites were subcloned into a luciferase
reporter vector (Fig. 4A) then subjected to a luciferase reporter assay. As shown in Figure 4A, cotransfection with
the WT IRS2 3'-UTR vector and miR-181d inhibitor result in
a remarkable increase in luciferase activity; however, the
expression of luciferase in the 293T cells cotransfected with
the MT IRS2 3'-UTR vector and miR-181d inhibitor showed
no obvious change. Accordingly, IRS2 is a direct target gene
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of miR-181d. The expression levels of IRS2 were analyzed via
Western blot analysis to identify whether miR-181d could
modulate the expression of IRS2 in INS-1 cells. As depicted
in Figure 4B, high glucose reduced IRS2 expression, whereas
miR-181d inhibition reversed this effect.

Suppression of miR-181d increaased the
functions of pancreatic β cells by targeting IRS2
Considering that the inhibition of miR-181d led to a significant increase in the expression of IRS2, shIRS2 transfection was performed to test whether in pancreatic β
cells, IRS2 had similar insulin-enhancing functions as the
miR-181d inhibitor. As illustrated in Figure 5A, miR-181d
inhibition led to a significant increase in high-glucose-induced insulin expression and secretion. However, this effect
was significantly reversed by shIRS2. CCK8 assay revealed
that under high glucose conditions, cell viability in the
shIRS2 treatment group reduced compared with that in
the miR-181d inhibitor group (Figure 5B). Flow cytometry
assay was conducted to further confirm whether shIRS2 expression could be negatively modulated by miR-181d under
the condition of high-glucose-induced apoptosis. The cell
apoptosis rate in the high-glucose treated group was promoted relative to that in the low-glucose group (5.5 mm) or
high glucose (22 mm) + miR-181d inhibitor group. By contrast, after INS-1 cells were cotransfected with the miR-181d
inhibitor and shIRS2, the reduction in cell apoptosis rate
was reversed by shIRS2 treatment but not by the miR-181d
inhibitor treatment. These results demonstrated that interference with IRS2 could change the regulatory effect of
the miR-181d inhibitor on the pancreatic β cells functions.

DISCUSSION
GDM results from a spectrum of physiological and
genetic abnormalities and has severe negative effects
on fetal and neonatal outcomes [26]. Pregnancy is gen-
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Figure 3. Knockdown of miR-181d suppresses cellular apoptosis of pancreatic β cell. Cell apoptosis was analyzed by flow cytometry in INS-1 cells
after transfection with the inhibitor and treatment with different concentration of glucose. The values are means ± SD. **p < 0.01 vs 5.5 mm group
or miR-181d inhibitor group

A

B

Figure 4. IRS2 was a direct target of miR-181d; A. IRS2 3’-UTR contains binding sites of miR-181d. (Up) Luciferase activity assay in HEK293T cells
co-transfected with miR-181d inhibitor and luciferase reporters containing wild type or mutant type IRS2 (Down). ** p < 0.01 vs NC inhibitor group;
B. IRS2 expression level in INS-1 cells was detected by western blot after transfection. The values are means ± SD. ** p < 0.01 vs 5.5 mm group or
miR-181d inhibitor group

erally associated with progressive insulin resistance that
appears to result from the insulin-desensitizing effects of
the hormonal products of the placenta [27, 28]. Numerous
studies have demonstrated that pancreatic β cells increase
their insulin secretion to compensate for insulin resistance
during pregnancy, and the plasticity of β cell function is
a sign of normal glucose regulation during pregnancy [29,
30]. The serum miRNA signature that identifies GDM regulates the performance of the diversity of genes that are
involved in the regulation of cell viability or apoptosis and
glucose-stimulated insulin secretion and thus, may par-

ticipate in diabetes [19, 31]. Recently, miR-181d has been
found to regulate the expression of Bcl-2 family members
and mitogen-activated protein kinase and is significantly
up-regulated in the glomeruli of type 2 diabetic mice [32].
However, the accurate role of miR-181d in the rule of pancreatic β-cell proliferation, apoptosis, and insulin secretion
remains unclear.
In the present study, we aimed to reveal essential roles
of miR-181d in GDM. After comparing miR-181d expression in the blood samples of patients with diabetes that
in the blood samples of normal subjects, we found that
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Figure 5. Knockdown of IRS2 reverses the regulatory effects of miR-181d inhibitor on the functions of pancreatic β cells; A. Total insulin secretion
was measured by ELISA assay in INS-1 cells; B. Cell viability was determined by CCK-8 assay after transfection in INS-1 cells; C. Cell apoptosis was
analyzed by flow cytometry in INS-1 cells after transfection and treatment with different concentration of glucose. The values are means ± SD.
*, ** represent 5.5 mm or 22 mm + miR-181d inhibitor vs 22 mm or 22 mm + miR-181d inhibitor + shIRS2, p < 0.05, p < 0.01

the expression of miR-181d was significantly increased in
patients with diabetes. In patients with diabetes, plasma
miR-181d expression level and blood glucose concentration
have a significant positive correlation, indicating that the
dysregulation of miR-181d is related to the progression of
GDM. We transfected INS-1 cells with a miR-181d inhibitor to
further investigate the mechanisms of miR-181d underlying
the function of pancreatic β cells in GDM. This study found
that the suppression of miR-181d promoted cell viability and
insulin expression while suppressing the cellular apoptosis
of INS-1. These results were consistent with clinical data and
further supported the concept that miR-181d plays a critical
role in GDM.
At the post-transcriptional level, miRNAs regulate the
expression of downstream target genes by binding to reverse
complementary sequences. Our bioinformatics analysis results showed that IRS2 maintained the adequate growth and
survival of pancreatic β cells. IRS, a major cytoplasmic substrate in insulin signaling, modulates basic cellular functions
and gene expression [33, 34]. IRS-2 is one of key members
of the insulin receptor substrate family, which integrates
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the effects of insulin with those of IGF-1 to maintain insulin
sensitivity and glucose homeostasis in β cells [35]. The relative hyperinsulinemia could be compensated the peripheral
insulin resistance caused by IRS2 disruption [36]. In Irs2 –/–,
diabetes is promoted as β-cell mass decreases and insulin
secretion fails [37]. In this study, when the miR-181d inhibitor was cotransfected with shIRS-2, luciferase activity
was enhanced by the miR-181d inhibitor, suggesting that
IRS-2 might be the target gene of miR-181d. In addition,
the results of this research showed that the attenuation of
IRS-2 with shRNA reversed the protective effects of miR-181d
inhibition on insulin secretion and cell viability and the inhibitory effect on the apoptosis of INS-1 cells under high-glucose
conditions. These results suggested that miR-181d inhibition
exerted a functional role in GDM by targeting IRS-2.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study indicated that miR-181d involved
inthe insulin signaling and cell viability and apoptosis in pancreatic β cells by targeting IRS-2, suggesting that miR-181d
inhibition is a potential target for GDM therapy.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: This study was performed to evaluate the relationship between obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and pregnancy complications.
Material and methods: A total of 500 women (18–45 years) who had delivered (vaginal delivery or caesarean section)
between January 2017 and March 2017 in our clinic were included in the study. Patients at high risk for obstructive sleep
apnea syndrome were identified using the Stop Bang questionnaire. Based on the results of the questionnaire, pregnancy
complications were compared between high-risk pregnant women (Group 1) and low-risk pregnant women (Group 2).
Results: Age, body mass index, smoking rate, and the rate of systemic disease (e.g., diabetes and/or hypertension) were
higher in Group 1 than in Group 2 (p < 0.05). Rates of preeclampsia, gestational diabetes, preterm labor, premature rupture
of the membranes, and cesarean section were significantly higher in Group 1 than in Group 2 (p < 0.05).
Conclusions: Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome is associated with a higher rate of maternal complications among pregnant
women. Affected patients should be carefully monitored.
Key words: obstructive sleep apnea syndrome; pregnancy; complication
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INTRODUCTION
Sleep is a fundamental daily need, and a lack of sleep
could negatively influence quality of life. The need for
sleep changes occasionally because of various hormonal,
environmental, and psychological changes. Through various physiological and hormonal mechanisms, pregnancy
can create substantial changes in respiratory function during sleep. These changes cause large differences in sleep
quality and pattern during pregnancy [1]. The frequency
of respiratory disorders, from simple snoring to severe obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS), has been reported
to increase in pregnant women [2]. Narrowing of the oropharynx, nasal congestion caused by increased blood flow
and estrogen, and hyperventilation are known to increase
susceptibility to OSAS during pregnancy [3, 4]. Other contributing factors include progressive weight gain and upward displacement of the diaphragm. OSAS is a respiratory
disorder characterized by upper airway obstruction and
hypoxemia during sleep; it is experienced by 2% of women
in the general population [2]. The rates of premature birth,
cesarean section, preeclampsia, low birth weight, and ges-

tational diabetes are higher in pregnant women at high risk
for OSAS than in pregnant women without OSAS [5–10].
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationships
between pregnancies at high risk of OSAS and pregnancy
complications, mode of delivery, and delivery week.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study design and population
This study included 500 patients (age range, 18–
–45 years) who agreed to participate in the study and had
delivered (vaginal delivery or caesarean section) between
January 2017 and March 2017 at Bursa Training and Research
Hospital/University of Health Sciences. The study protocol
was approved by the ethics committee of the university
(2011-KAEK-25). Informed consent was obtained from all
participants. Patients were included if they gave birth in our
hospital to a live baby and were not of foreign nationality.
Patients were excluded if they were adolescents and/or had
delivered at another hospital.
Age, number of pregnancies, body mass index (BMI),
chronic disease status, drug use status, smoking status,
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Table 1. Comparisons of demographic characteristics between patients with and without obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS)
Demographic characteristics

Group 1 (OSAS +)
(n = 73)

Group 2 (OSAS -)
(n = 427)

p value

Age*

29.7 ± 5.3

27.7 ± 5.7

0.004

Nulliparity**

12 (16.4)

104 (24.4)

0.139

Smoking**

11 (15.1)

32 (7.5)

0.033

BMI*

34.4 ± 5.2

28.1 ± 3.5

< 0.001

Pre-GDM**

8 (11)

7 (7.6)

< 0.001

Chronic HT**

5 (6.8)

3 (0.7)

< 0.001

Hypothyroidism**

4 (5.5)

25 (5.9)

0.899

BMI — body mass index; Pre-GDM — pregestational diabetes mellitus; HT — hypertension; data are shown as mean ± standard deviation* and n (%)**

RESULTS
obstetric history, routine pregnancy test results, delivery
mode, gestational week, baby weight, and baby sex were
recorded for all 500 patients. The pregnancy complications
(e.g., hypertensive diseases of pregnancy, preeclampsia,
preterm birth, gestational diabetes, fetal growth restriction, oligohydramnios, and polyhydramnios) and neonatal
information (e.g., neonatal weight, sex, low birth weight, and
large infant size) were recorded for all participants.

Study procedures
The Turkish version of the Stop Bang questionnaire
— the most used questionnaire in obstetrics — was used
to evaluate sleep apnea and sleepiness [11]. The Stop Bang
questionnaire consists of eight questions and has been
used for community screening of OSAS. Patients with two
or more positive answers to the first four questions, or three
or more positive answers to all eight questions, were considered to be at high risk for OSAS. Based on the questionnaire results, the pregnant women were divided into two
groups: high-risk pregnancy (Group 1) and low-risk pregnancy (Group 2). The two groups were compared in terms
of demographic characteristics, medical findings, pregnancy
complications, and newborn information. The Stop Bang
questionnaire was administered to hospitalized patients
at 24 hours after birth. The questionnaires were completed
in face-to-face interviews. The answers were marked on the
questionnaire form. The completed questionnaire forms
were collected for statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
PASW Statistics, version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
was used for statistical analysis. The chi-squared test and
t-test were used for statistical comparisons. Categorical
variables are presented as numbers and percentages, while
continuous variables are presented as means ± standard
deviations. Differences with p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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The questionnaire was administered to all patients
in this study. Seventy-three (14.6%) patients were in
Group 1 and 427 patients (85.4%) were in Group 2.
The mean age of all patients was 28.0 ± 5.7 years. Mean BMI
was 29.0 ± 4.4 kg/m2 and the nulliparity rate was 23.2%
(116 patients). Age, BMI, and the rates of smoking, chronic
hypertension, and pregestational diabetes were higher in
Group 1 than in Group 2 (p < 0.05) (Tab. 1).
The rates of preeclampsia, gestational diabetes, preterm
birth, premature preterm birth, premature rupture of the
membranes, and macrosomia were higher in Group 1 than in
Group 2, whereas fetal growth restriction, oligohydramnios, and intrauterine exitus rates were similar between the
groups (Tab. 1). The cesarean section rate was significantly
higher in Group 1 than in Group 2 (75.3% vs 43.3%; p < 0.001).

DISCUSSION
In our study, 500 women who had given birth were
evaluated and 73 women (14.6% of the participants) were
at high risk for OSAS. The frequency of OSAS is reportedly
2–26% in the general population worldwide, although it
varies among communities [12, 13]. The prevalence of OSAS
during pregnancy differs with respect to patient ethnicities
and diagnostic tests used, but is reportedly 20–35%, particularly in patients with high-risk pregnancies [14, 15]. In our
study, the prevalence of OSAS was less frequent than has
been described in the literature. This discrepancy is potentially related to differences in populations and ethnicities;
notably, our study included high-risk pregnant women and
pregnant women from the entire population. The prevalence
of OSAS in pregnant women (low-risk pregnant women) in
Turkey is 11.4–12.5% [16, 17].
In our study, BMI was higher in pregnant women with
OSAS than in pregnant women without OSAS. Thus, high BMI
was closely related to OSAS in pregnant women. It has been
reported that excess weight and obesity before and during
pregnancy are strongly associated with the development
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Table 2. Comparisons of pregnancy-related complications between patients with and without obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS)
Pregnancy Complications

Group 1 (OSAS +)
(n = 73)

Group 2 (OSAS -)
(n = 427)

p value

Preeclampsia

13 (17.8)

12 (2.8)

< 0.001

GDM

9 (12.3)

14 (3.3)

< 0.001

Preterm Birth (< 37 weeks)

21 (28.8)

45 (10.5)

< 0.001

Preterm Birth (< 34 weeks)

12 (16.4)

22 (5.2)

< 0.001

Macrosomia

7 (9.6)

6 (1.4)

< 0.001

PROM

6 (8.2)

11 (2.6)

0.014

FGR

6 (8.2)

25 (5.9)

0.439

Oligohydramnios

9 (12.3)

29 (6.8)

0.099

Intrauterine Fetal Death

1 (1.4)

4 (0.9)

0.731

GDM — gestational diabetes mellitus; FGR — fetal growth restriction; PROM — premature rupture of the membranes; data are shown as n (%)

of OSAS during pregnancy. [17, 18]. In addition, while OSAS
was 3.69-fold higher in overweight pregnant women (BMI:
25–29.9 kg/m2) than in normal-weight pregnant women, it
was 13.23-fold higher in obese (BMI ≥ 30.0 kg/m2) pregnant
women [18]. In our study, mean BMIs were 34.4 ± 5.2 kg/m2 in
pregnant women with OSAS and 28.1 ± 3.5 kg/m2 in pregnant women without OSAS.
In our study, the smoking rates were 15.1% in pregnant
women with OSAS and 7.5% in pregnant women without
OSAS. In a study that evaluated the relationship between
OSAS and smoking during pregnancy, smoking caused
a 3.39-fold increase in sleep-related problems [19]. OSAS
was twice as frequent in pregnant women who smoked.
Untreated OSAS contributes to many systemic diseases, such as systemic hypertension, myocardial infarction,
and neuropsychiatric sequelae [20–22]. In our study, the
prevalence rates of pregestational diabetes and chronic
hypertension were higher in pregnant women with OSAS
than in those without OSAS. Hypertension and diabetes
are reportedly strongly associated with OSAS in the general
population [23–26]. The relationships between OSAS and
both hypertension and diabetes may be related the associations of these diseases with obesity, which is associated
with OSAS. In particular, hypertension is an independent
risk factor in patients with OSAS [23]. Relationships between
OSAS and both gestational diabetes and hypertensive diseases of pregnancy have been reported; however, there are
insufficient data in the literature regarding the relationship
between pregestational diabetes and chronic hypertension.
A relationship has been reported between preeclampsia
and OSAS [27]. However, some studies have shown that
preeclampsia is not associated with OSAS [8]. In a meta-analysis, Chen et al. [7] found that the relative risk of
preeclampsia for OSAS was 1.60 (95% CI, 2.16–11.26). In our
study, the rate of preeclampsia was significantly higher in
pregnant women with OSAS than in those without OSAS.

Furthermore, the frequency of chronic hypertension was
approximately two-fold higher in pregnant women with
OSAS than in those without OSAS [27]. In our study, the rate
of chronic hypertension was higher in pregnant women with
OSAS than in those without OSAS.
Gestational diabetes is also strongly associated with
OSAS during pregnancy. Gestational diabetes is 6.6-fold
more common in pregnant women with OSAS than in those
without OSAS [10]. Şahin et al. [17] reported that the risk of
OSAS increases by 7.7-fold in pregnant women with gestational diabetes. However, some other studies have shown
conflicting results [8, 28]. In our study, the prevalence of
gestational diabetes was significantly higher in pregnant
women with OSAS than in those without OSAS. Further studies and meta-analyses are needed to clarify this discrepancy.
In our study, both early (< 34 weeks) and late (< 37 weeks)
preterm delivery prevalence rates were higher in pregnant
women with OSAS than in those without OSAS. The prevalence of preterm birth is generally higher in women with
OSAS than in those without OSAS [5, 9, 27]. The most important factor associated with the high preterm birth rate
in pregnant women with OSAS is the high prevalence of
perinatal complications; moreover, there is a strong relationship between OSAS and iatrogenic preterm birth rates (e.g.,
preeclampsia and fetal growth restriction) [27]. Our results
showed that the preterm birth rate was higher in pregnant
women with OSAS; in contrast, spontaneous and indicated
preterm delivery rates did not differ from those of pregnant
women without OSAS. However, both preeclampsia and early membrane rupture rates were higher in pregnant women
with OSAS than in those without. Thus, preterm deliveries
were encountered due to spontaneous premature rupture
of the membranes, in addition to indicated preterm births.
The limitations of this study were as follows. First, the
study assessed OSAS by questionnaire, rather than polysomnography. Second, the study did not involve follow-up re-
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garding the neonatal findings and did not include pre-pregnancy weight and BMI data. However, this study had multiple strengths, including the large number of patients and
prospective study design. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study involving screening of the general pregnant
population in Turkey for characteristics of OSAS.

11.

12.

13.

CONCLUSIONS
The results showed that complications such as preeclampsia, gestational diabetes, preterm labor, and rupture of
the membranes were more common in pregnant women
with OSAS than in healthy pregnant women. Appropriate
evaluations should be administered to pregnant women
with symptoms of OSAS during the antenatal follow-up;
pregnant women with OSAS should be closely monitored
for possible pregnancy-related complications.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The purpose of the study was to analyze the incidence of maternal morbidity and mortality of pregnant and
postpartum women admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU).
Material and methods: Retrospective analysis of all pregnant and postpartum patients admitted to ICU of the obstetric
tertiary care center between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2014.
Results: A total of 266 patients with pregnancy and postpartum related morbidity were admitted to ICU (12.56 per
1000 deliveries). It accounted for 21.08% of all adult admissions of the unit. Mean age was 30.2 ± 5.6 years, mean gestational
age was 30.8 ± 7.6 weeks. Two hundred forty patients (90.23%) were primiparous, 17 (6.4%) were twin pregnancy. Main
reasons of admission included hypertensive disorders of pregnancy n = 99 (37.22%; 4.68 per 1000 deliveries), hemorrhage
n = 46 (17.29%; 2.17 per 1000 deliveries) and sepsis/infection n = 46 (17.29%; 2.17 per 1000 deliveries). Median length of
stay was five days (IQR 4–7). Artificial ventilation was required in 91 patients (34.21%), 147 (55.26%) required vasoactive
drugs, 33 (12.41%) had metabolic disturbances, 21 (7.89%) required total parenteral nutrition and 4 (1.50%) renal replacement therapy. We report four maternal deaths (1.5%; 0.19 per 1000 deliveries).
Conclusions: There are three main reasons of obstetric ICU admissions: hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, obstetric
hemorrhage and sepsis/infection. The majority of obstetric patients admitted to ICU did not require multi-organ supportive
therapy. Availability of intermediate care facility could reduce unnecessary admission to ICU.
Key words: maternal morbidity; maternal mortality; maternal critical care; intensive care unit
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INTRODUCTION
Severe maternal morbidity despite rare incidence in
developed countries may have catastrophic consequences
and has significant influence on maternal mortality [1, 2].
Pregnancy related admissions to an intensive care unit (ICU)
usually include patients in the most serious conditions. However, many of these patients are managed within obstetric
units. It may result in relative underreporting the incidence
of severe maternal morbidity.

Objectives
The purpose of the study was to analyze basic characteristics and incidence of maternal morbidity and mortality
as well as medical interventions undertaken in pregnant

and postpartum women admitted to ICU of the obstetric
tertiary care center.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
After receiving approval from the Ethics Committee of
Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland (approval number:
122.6120.41.2015) and institutional approval, we conducted a retrospective study including all pregnancy related
ICU admissions from the obstetric tertiary care center (Jagiellonian University Hospital Cracow, Poland) between
January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2014.
The obstetric tertiary care center was one of forty Polish obstetric tertiary care centers with 76 obstetric beds,
four-bed ICU and an annual number of about 3000 births.
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RESULTS

It covers the population of 3 410 900 inhabitants with annual
number of 36 900 births [3].
The following data were obtained for each patient: demographics, obstetrical history, medical ICU interventions
(respiratory support, vasoactive drugs use, renal replacement
therapy, diuretic use, invasive pulmonary artery monitoring,
total parenteral nutrition use, need for resuscitation, presence of metabolic disturbances) and length of stay in ICU.
Descriptive data are presented as means ± standard
deviation (SD) and median value with interquartile range
(IQR) for continuous variables and as percentages (%) for
categorical variables. Analyses were conducted using R
software (ver. 3.5.1; R Development Core Team, Austria,
Vienna) [4].

A total of 266 patients with pregnancy related morbidity were admitted to ICU (12.56 per 1000 deliveries).
It accounted for 21.08% of all adult admissions of ICU.
Mean age was 30.2 ± 5.6 years, mean gestational age was
30.8 ± 7.6 weeks. There were 20 (7.52%) patients admitted
during pregnancy ≤ 20 weeks of gestation. Two hundred
forty patients (90.23%) were primiparous, 17 (6.4%) were
twin pregnancy. The main reasons of admission included hypertensive disorders of pregnancy n = 99 (37.22%;
4.68 per 1000 deliveries), hemorrhage n = 46 (17.29%; 2.17
per 1000 deliveries), sepsis/infection n = 46 (17.29%; 2.17 per
1000 deliveries). Detailed results are presented in Table 1.
Median length of stay was five days (IQR 4–7).

Table 1. Reasons of intensive care unit admission
Subgroup

Hypertensive disease
of pregnancy

Obstetric hemorrhage

Number [n]

Percentage [%]

Number per 1000 deliveries

99

37.22

4.68

Severe pre-eclampsia

64

24.06

3.02

HELLP syndrome

17

6.39

0.8

Eclampsia

15

5.64

0.71

Hemorrhagic stroke

3

1.13

0.14

46

17.29

2.17

16

6.01

0.75

7

2.63

0.33

46

17.23

2.17

Abnormal placentation
Hysterectomy

Sepsis/infection

Cardiac disease

Hysterectomy

0.19
1.09

Valvular heart disease

13

4.89

0.61

4

1.5

0.19

Pulmonary hypertension

3

1.13

0.14

Arrhythmia

2

0.75

0.09

Marfan syndrome

576

1.5
8.65

Cardiomyopathy

Thromboembolism

Miscellaneous

4
23

1

0.37

0.05

12

4.51

0.57

40

15.04

1.89

Pulmonary edema

11

4.13

0.52

OHSS

5

1.88

0.24

End-stage renal insufficiency

4

1.5

0.19

Systemic lupus erythematosus

4

1.5

0.19

Malignancy during pregnancy

5

1.88

0.24

Status epilepticus

2

0.75

0.09

Myasthenia

2

0.75

0.09

Anesthesia complications

2

0.75

0.09

Porphyria

1

0.38

0.05

Pancreatitis

1

0.38

0.05

Epistaxis

1

0.38

0.05

Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome

1

0.38

0.05

Hyperemesis gravidarum

1

0.38

0.05
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Table 2. Medical interventions in intensive care unit
Reason of ICU admission
Cardiac
disease
(n = 23)

Hypertensive
disease of
pregnancy
(n = 99)

Miscellaneous
(n = 40)

Obstetric
hemorrhage
(n = 46)

Sepsis/
/infection
(n = 46)

Thromboembolism
(n = 12)

All
(n = 266)

Artificial Ventilation

5 (21.74%)

27 (27.27%)

18 (45.00%)

18 (39.13%)

20 (43.48%)

3 (25.00%)

91 (34.21%)

Vasoactive drugs

8 (34.78%)

80 (80.81%)

16 (40.00%)

23 (50.00%)

18 (39.13%)

2 (16.67%)

147 (55.26%)

Pulmonary artery catheter

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

Item

Resuscitation

2 (8.70%)

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

1 (2.17%)

1 (2.17%)

0 (0.00%)

4 (1.50%)

Renal replacement therapy

0 (0.00%)

0 (0.00%)

3 (7.50%)

0 (0.00%)

1 (2.17%)

0 (0.00%)

4 (1.50%)

14 (60.87%)

89 (89.90%)

28 (70.00%)

30 (65.22%)

36 (78.26%)

6 (50.00%)

203 (76.32%)

Metabolic disorder
acidosis/alkalosis

Diuretics

2 (8.70%)

9 (9.09%)

5 (12.50%)

10 (21.74%)

6 (13.04%)

1 (8.33%)

33 (12.41%)

Total parenteral nutrition

1 (4.35%)

6 (6.06%)

6 (15.00%)

1 (2.17%)

5 (10.87%)

(16.67%)

21 (7.89%)

Artificial ventilation was required in 91 patients (34.21%),
147 (55.26%) required vasoactive drugs, 33 (12.41%) had
metabolic disturbances, 21 (7.89%) required total parenteral
nutrition and only four (1.50%) renal replacement therapy.
Detailed results of the interventions are presented in Table 2.
We report four maternal deaths (1.5%; 0.2 per 1000 deliveries).

DISCUSSION
Results of this study show that in eight-year review obstetric patients admitted to ICU represented 1.26% of all
deliveries and accounted for 21.08% of all ICU admissions.
It is comparable with other studies reporting ICU admission
rate of 0.7–4.2 per 1000 deliveries [5–9]. Several factors
contribute to this: specific profile of the obstetric care tertiary center, easy access to ICU, hospital ICU admissions of
women after birth elsewhere and lack of high dependency
unit [10, 11]. The percentage of obstetric ICU admissions
corresponds with severe maternal morbidity of 1–3% of all
deliveries [12–14].
Our study indicates that one-third of ICU obstetric patients suffered from hypertensive disease of pregnancy.
It is comparable to data described in relevant literature [11].
However, the range of frequency of the disease is higher
ranging from 6 to 63 percent [2]. The subgroup analyses
revealed similarly to other studies incidence of HELLP syndrome, severe pre-eclampsia and eclampsia [15]. Pregnancy
related hemorrhagic stroke is relatively rare complication of
pregnancy 12.2 per 100 000 pregnancies [16]. In our study it
occurred in three patients representing 1.13% of the study
population with incidence of 0.14 per 1000 deliveries.
We found 46 patients (17.29%) with an obstetric hemorrhage as a reason for ICU admission. It was lower than reported in other studies from developed countries (32.5%) [5].
However, this may result from incomplete reporting of maternal hemorrhage since many of the bleeding obstetric

patients are treated in post-anesthesia care units close to
an operating room [2].
Sepsis/infection was reported in 46 patients (17.29%)
with incidence 2.17 per 1000 deliveries. Infections and sepsis
in large ICU obstetric population studies are responsible
for approximately 5% ICU admissions [5]. Studies involving smaller groups report wider range of this reason for
ICU admission 1–97% [2]. In developed countries obstetric
sepsis occurs in 29–47 per 100 000 pregnancies [17, 18].
The increase in percentage of patients with sepsis/infection
admitted to the ICU was related to hospital ICU admissions
to the tertiary obstetric care center of women after birth
elsewhere.
In the current study, we were able to identify 23 (8.65%;
1.09 per 1000 deliveries) patients admitted to ICU due to
cardiac disease. Other studies report higher percentage of
ICU admissions due to cardiac disease even up to 21% [6, 9].
This may suggest better antenatal care of obstetric patients
with cardiac disease allowing to avoid ICU admissions.
Thromboembolic disorder was the reason of ICU admission of 12 patients (4.51%). Published evidence indicate
similar incidence of thromboembolism in pregnancy 2.8–5%
[10, 11, 19].
We found 40 patients with other reasons of ICU admissions. In this group the most numerous diagnosis was
pulmonary edema present in 11 patients (4.13%). This is
a common disorder with different origin in course of pregnancy and puerperium [20].
In our study we report four maternal deaths (1.5%;
0.19 per 1000 deliveries). It corresponds with similar data
from major population-based studies reporting maternal
death following ICU admission rate of 0.3–3.5% [5–9, 19]
and incidence of 0.05–0.11 per 1000 deliveries [2].
In Poland, maternal mortality rate in 2017 was two per
100 000 live births and it has significantly decreased in the
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past few decades. Poland has 71% of overall reduction in
maternal mortality rate between 2000 and 2017 [21].
In our study we observed only one-third of obstetric
patients admitted to the ICU requiring artificial ventilation.
Very common interventions included use of vasoactive
drugs (147 cases; 55.26%) and diuretics (203 cases; 76.32%).
Thirty-three patients (12.36%) had metabolic disturbances
and 21 (7.87%) required total parenteral nutrition. Only four
patients (1.5%) required renal replacement therapy. No patient required pulmonary artery catheter or equivalent advanced monitoring. Mean duration of ICU stay was five days.
The results suggest lower ICU disease severity in obstetric
patient population when compared to other ICU population what was also observed in other studies [6]. In order
to reduce number of obstetric ICU admissions many strategies may be undertaken including risk factors identification
and their modification, meticulous evaluation of comorbidities and guidance for impact of pregnancy on the disease,
pre-conception counselling and proper perinatal service,
availability of multidisciplinary expert consultation [2].
The study has several limitations. It was retrospective
single center study. The tertiary care center admissions are
related to pregnancy complications from regional hospitals
what may influence on reported maternal morbidity and
mortality rates. We analyzed epidemiology and ICU interventions without postpartum long-term outcome, psychological sequel and neonatal outcome which are out of scope of
the manuscript.
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CONCLUSIONS
There are three main reasons of obstetric ICU admissions. Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, obstetric hemorrhage and sepsis/infection. Improving antenatal care may help
to reduce obstetric ICU admission rate. Maternal mortality was
similar to reports in other studies from intensive care units. Majority of obstetric patients admitted to ICU did not require
multi-organ supportive therapy. Availability of intermediate
care facility could reduce unnecessary admission to the ICU.
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ABSTRACT
Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) is a metabolic disorder that is considered a prediabetes state. According to the International Diabetes Federation every year an increase in the number of women diagnosed with gestational diabetes is
being noticed. It is known that GDM can cause many complications during pregnancy and labor. What is more, women
with GDM history and their offspring are at risk of developing diabetes in the future. A new factor in the pathogenesis
of GDM is epigenetics, which is described as changes in gene expression without directly modifying the DNA sequence.
One of its regulating mechanisms is based on microRNA (miRNA). A small non-coding RNA sequence that has an influence
on protein formation by suppressing gene expression. A better understanding of the miRNA’s function could potentially
lead to their usage as potential new biomarkers or treatment targets. In this article we review the most significant miRNA
molecules in gestational diabetes.
Key words: gestational diabetes mellitus; GDM; miRNA; epigenetics
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INTRODUCTION
Gestational Diabetes Mellitus
Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) is a metabolic disorder which is characterized by carbohydrate intolerance
first recognized during pregnancy. Despite many years of
experimental studies, the pathogenesis of GDM remains
unclear. Increased insulin secretion and progressive insulin
resistance are physiological phenomena during pregnancy.
This occurs due to adipose tissue growth and elevated levels of insulin antagonists such as progesterone, estrogen,
prolactin and placental lactogen [1]. Normally, there is
an increase of insulin secretion by the pancreatic β-cells
to sustain normoglycemia. However, in GDM insufficient
insulin compensation is being observed [1, 2]. Risk factors
of developing GDM include previous GDM history, maternal
obesity or overweight, older age, family history of diabetes
mellitus, previous child macrosomia, fetal death or stillbirth
history. Currently, an increase in the incidence of GDM is
being noted, especially in developed countries. The International Diabetes Federation estimated that almost one in
six births are affected by GDM [3, 4].
More than 40 years ago, O’Sullivan JB created the first
diagnostic criteria [5] that have been improved over the

years. Currently, GDM diagnosis is based on Oral Glucose
Tolerance Test (OGTT) with 75 g of glucose dissolved in
300ml of water measured between the 24th and the
28th week of pregnancy. The implementation of these criteria by World Health Organization (WHO) and International
Association of the Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Groups
(IADPSG) was based on the Hyperglycemia and Adverse
Pregnancy Outcome (HAPO) study [6] (Tab. 1).

Epigenetics
Epigenetics is a rapidly growing field of science.
The term includes any changes in the gene activity without
modification in the DNA sequence. It was used for the first

Table 1. Cut-off values for diagnosing gestational diabetes
mellitus according to International Association of the Diabetes
and Pregnancy Study Groups [6]
International Association of Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Group
Fasting glucose [mmol/L]

≥ 5.1

1-hour glucose [mmol/L]

≥ 10

2-hour glucose [mmol/L]

≥ 8.5
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time in 1939 in Waddington’s paper [7]. For many years
now, scientists have been interested in the mechanism of
epigenetics and have studied this phenomenon extensively.
Furthermore, the development of diagnostic techniques
will allow for a more accurate analysis of changes that are
not related with changes in the gene sequence. Epigenetic
mechanisms operate through the regulation of gene expression as a result of chemical modification of DNA or proteins
related to DNA. Thus far, the best known of the mentioned
processes are DNA methylation, histone alteration, chromatin modification and a mechanism that uses non-coding
RNA sequences (microRNA) [8]. This article will concentrate
on the role of microRNA (miRNA) as an epigenetic mechanism in GDM development.

MicroRNA
MiRNA was discovered in 1993 by Rosalind C. Lee, Rhonda L. Feinbaum and Victor Ambros [9] and from that time
the state of knowledge has significantly expanded. MiRNA
expression occurs in several stages.
The first pathway starts with the DNA transcription
catalyzed by RNA polymerase II and III which then forms
harpin structure primary-miRNA (pri-miRNA). The pri-miRNA
is processed in the nucleus by the RNase III Drosha enzyme into the pre-miRNA. Subsequently, it continues in
the cytoplasm with the use of the Dicer enzyme resulting
in 19–22 double-stranded miRNA nucleotides. In the next
stage the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) is being
formed. One of the strands degrades and the second takes
part in gene transcription regulation.
There is a second pathway — The Mirtron Pathway of
miRNA formation. During the splicing process the pri-miRNA
is being created and then it follows the same pattern as
stated above [10].
For many years it was considered that non-coding sequences of RNA had no significant role. Whereas nowadays
it have been proved that that one mRNA may contain many
binding locations for different miRNAs and that one miRNA
can affect several different genes [10, 11]. The RISC-miRNA
complex can interact with the target mRNA, without perfect
homology and consequently, inhibit the translation process
or lead to the degradation of complementary RNA [12].
The main role of microRNA is the regulation of post-transcriptional gene expression through the mechanisms of
mRNA cleavage or deadenylation, leading to the down-regulation of gene expression by [13]. On the other hand,
miRNA can possibly promote protein expression. MiRNA
can play a role in enhancing the organism’s response to
stress and can have an impact on many pathological processes [14]. Furthermore, it is known that miRNA can play
a role in autocrine or paracrine regulations and it is present
in every kind of human fluid.
580

MIRNAS IN GESTATIONAL
DIABETES MELLITUS
One of the first papers assuming the usefulness of a miRNAs in diagnosis of GDM was Zhao C. et al. [15] article. They
suggest three miRNAs as an early serum biomarker of GDM,
hsa-miR29a, hsa-miR222 and has-miR132 whose level was
significantly decreased in GDM compared to the control
group. Hsa-miR29a is known as a regulating factor for hepatic gluconeogenesis and a stimulator for insulin secretion
by the pancreatic β cells contributing to preventing diabetes
development [15, 16]. Meta-analysis conducted by Zhu H.
[17] has confirmed the presence of miR-29a and miR-132 in
the blood of T2 diabetes patients, whereas upregulation of
miR-222 has been noted in the adipose tissue of GDM patients. It is known that estrogen receptor α (Erα) is a target
for miR-222, which, when activated, leads to an increase in
estrogen concentration and consequently, the inhibition
of GLUT4 transporter. That phenomenon leads to estrogen
induced insulin resistance [18].
Zhu Y. et al. [19], reported a potential biomarker role of
miR-16-5p, miR-17-5p, miR-19a-3p, miR-19b-3p and 20a-5p
which were upregulated in the plasma taken from the GDM
patients between 16–19th weeks of pregnancy. Cao L.Y. et al.
[20], checked those miRNAs in plasma samples of women
between 24th–28th weeks of pregnancy when GDM is usually
diagnosed. Results confirmed a significant upregulation of
miR-16-5p, miR-17-5p and 20a-5p. Moreover, authors proved
a positive correlation of those miRNAs and HOMA-IR, one of
the indicators of GDM. Data describes the role of miR-16-5p
and miR-17-5p in pathogenesis of T2 diabetes. Target genes
for miR-16-5p were reported as downregulated genes in
T2 diabetes. The miR-17-5p is involved in cell proliferation and
is upregulated especially in samples from diabetic patients
with vascular complications. So far, there is no data about
the role of miR-20a-5p in diabetes development [19, 20].
Surprisingly, Carmen Pheiffer [21] did not show an increased
expression of miR-16-5p and 17-5p in his paper. Only miR20a-5p was upregulated. The difference between those
results may be caused by race because Zhu and Cao [19]
examined Asian women, whereas Carmen conducted his
research in South Africa. MiRNA occurrence is sensitive and
can depend on many factors such as BMI, race, nutrition and
even sex of the fetus.
More recently, Sebastiani G. et al. [22], reported a miR-330
upregulation in GDM plasma. They found a correlation between miR-330 level and caesarean section rate and pregnancy complications (fetal macrosomia, polyhydramnios
and maternal hydronephrosis). Authors suggested that
high levels of examined miRNA may predispose to a more
severe diabetic phenotype. Proof of miR-330 involvment
in GDM pathophysiology are the target genes, CDC42 and
E2F1. Both are associated with insulin resistance. CDC42 im-
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paired insulin release whereas E2F1 reduced beta-cells proliferation [23, 24].
During pregnancy, an additional source of miRNA is the
placenta. Nair S. at al. [25], reported that has-miR-125a-3p
and has-miR224-5p were upregulated in chorionic villi and
skeletal muscle tissue in GDM. Those RNAs are involved in
CD40 and Glypican 4 expression which are associated with
body fat composition and insulin resistance (correlation with
HOMA-IR). What is more, a glypican 4 has an affinity to insulin
receptors and increases insulin signaling [26]. Increased
miR-125a-3p level was also described in the liver and the
adipose tissue in a diabetic rat model as a molecule involved
in insulin resistance development. The target for miR-125a3p is PI3K, a crucial kinase in PI3K/AKT pathway leading to
an increased glucose uptake in skeletal muscle [27].
Human Molecular Genetics published a paper indicating long term effects in the adult offspring of women
with GDM. Individuals exposed to maternal diabetes have
an increased miR-15a and miR-15b expression in skeletal
muscle. These miRNAs may alter the expression of proteins
important in insulin signaling pathways and decrease insulin receptors development causing impaired glucose tolerance or even diabetes in the offspring of diabetic women
[28]. It testifies that epigenetics could potentially prove
a potent diagnostic tool and a treatment option being
a chance for a better care for people suffering from GDM
and its complications.

SUMMARY
Due to the fact that miRNAs are resistant to RNase and
remain stable in tissues and body fluids, even after multiple
freeze-throw cycles, changes in their expression may be
both sensitive and specific indicators of metabolic disorders
like gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). Furthermore, miRNAs can be collected from peripheral blood, thus rendering
miRNAs an easy to collect, minimally invasive diagnostic
biomarker [17]. However, changes in the miRNA expression
in the blood during hyperglycemia complicated pregnancy
have so far been ambiguous and further research needs to
be done to create a GDM prediction miRNA profile.
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ABSTRACT
Peritoneal inclusion cysts (PICs) are benign multilocular cysts that consist of fluid localized between intraperitoneal adhesions. They usually present in women in the third and fourth decades of life with a history of prior pelvic or abdominal
surgery, especially months to 20 years ago. PICs have low mortality and the potential for high morbidity. Transvaginal
ultrasound with color Doppler has an important role in the differential diagnosis. Also, a very important role is played by
CA 125 plasma level or use of the ROMA algorithm. But thanks to laparoscopy and the possibility of biopsy from suspicious
lesions the correct diagnosis can be established. Treatment of PICs depends individually on the patient’s condition, symptoms,
other diseases, and desire for procreation. Among other contemplated are hormonal oral contraceptive, an image-guided
aspiration, minimally invasive or open surgery. The issue of diagnosis and treatment of PICs requires the continuation of
multicentre, randomized clinical trials to find and standardize effective, personalized treatments for PICs.
Key words: peritoneal inclusion cysts; PIC; adhesions; infertility; ascites
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INTRODUCTION WITH JUSTIFICATION
OF THE SELECTED TOPIC
Peritoneal inclusion cysts (PICs) are benign multilocular
cysts that consist of fluid localized between intraperitoneal
adhesions. Inflammation, endometriosis, and previous abdominal or pelvic surgery are the risk factors of peritoneal
adhesions. Fluid, naturally produced by the peritoneum,
becomes trapped inside the peritoneal cavity. When a complex cystic pelvic mass occurs, the patient complains of
lower abdominal pain, pelvic fullness, and discomfort in
this area [1].
PIC is very difficult to diagnose, resulting in delayed
treatment. This article aims to focus on this problem and try
to establish the best method of diagnosis and treatment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT STATE
OF KNOWLEDGE
Peritoneal inclusion cysts (PICs) are also known as “benign (multi) cystic peritoneal mesothelioma”, “inflammatory

cysts of the peritoneum”, “postoperative peritoneal cyst” or
“benign papillary peritoneal cystosis” [2]. They usually present in women in the third and fourth decades of life with
a history of prior pelvic or abdominal surgery, especially
months to 20 years ago [3]. PICs are complications after pelvic inflammatory disease, endometriosis, and radiotherapy,
which allow the creation of adhesions. Also, trauma of the
abdomen or inflammatory bowel disease can be a reason
for peritoneal inclusion cysts [2, 4]. PICs have low mortality
and the potential for high morbidity [3].
Statistics show that PICs occur only after 2% to 6% of
gynecologic operations, compared to 17% of male patients
with an extensive surgical history [3].
The most common signs and symptoms of PICs are
progressive pelvic pain and sometimes palpable abdominal
mass. Back pain, dyspareunia, early satiety, constipation, and
urinary frequency are less frequently reported. Infertility,
which can be a huge problem in patients with PICs, may be
correlated with the presence of adhesions [5]. Secondarily
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Figure 1. CT scan 11.2014

to compression also pulmonary embolism and venous stasis
may occur [2]. On the other hand, up to 10% of PICs are diagnosed accidentally at the time of imaging or surgery, which
highlights the frequency of asymptomatic patients [5].

Diagnosis of PICs
Diagnosis of PICs is based on visible methods. The ultrasound image of PICs typically is called “spider in the web”
pattern. They are described as multilocular cystic lesions
with a smooth thin wall. Multiseptate cysts contain liquid,
adjacent to pelvic structures and adherent to the surface of
the ovary, but not involving the parenchyma of the ovary
[6]. These lesions can be similar to a cystic neoplasm, particularly ovarian cancer, for which they may be mistaken.
Transvaginal ultrasound with color Doppler has an important role in the differential diagnosis. Also, a very important
role is played by CA 125 plasma level or use of the ROMA
(risk of ovarian malignancy algorithm), which is calculated
using the marker CA 125 and HE4 protein [4]. Magnetic
resonance is a helpful tool because of deep visualization
and assessment of infiltration of pathological structures [5].
Although laparoscopy and laparotomy often increase
the risk of adhesions, which are known as risk factors of PICs,
they are also methods of diagnosis and treatment of PICs [4].
The final diagnosis is always based on the histological
result. Fluid cytology is usually nonspecific and can lead
to misdiagnosis in up to one-third of cases. But thanks to
laparoscopy and the possibility of biopsy from suspicious
lesions the correct diagnosis can be established [3].
To highlight the importance of the diagnostic and
treatment process we would like to present a case of
a 30-year-old woman with surgical treatment of familial
adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and subsequent peritoneal
inclusion cysts. FAP is a rare, inherited condition connected
with a defect in the APC gene. The main features are huge
584

amounts of polyps, more than hundreds, growing in the
colon and rectum since childhood. Polyps without treatment
are correlated with nearly 100 percent risk of progression
to colorectal cancer in the third or fourth decade of life.
Surgical removal of the colon is the only effective treatment to prevent transformation into colorectal cancer. One
of the methods is total proctocolectomy (TPC) with ileal
pouch-anal anastomosis (IPAA) [7].
The patient was admitted to the Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Oncology at the Medical University of Warsaw in March 2019 due to deterioration of
her general condition, ascites, and lower abdominal pain.
At 14, she underwent proctocolectomy with ileal pouch-anal
anastomosis (IPAA) because of familial adenomatous polyposis. Nine years later she had enucleation of the right ovarian cyst with damage of the small intestine due to massive
peritoneal adhesions. Then oral hormonal contraception
was prescribed but the patient stopped it because of worse
tolerance. In 2014 the patient suffered from the intensification of pain and after two attempts at surgical enucleation of
the cyst, she underwent left adnexectomy. The adnexa were
completely changed into a 3-locular cyst with a diameter of
20 cm (Fig. 1). In 2016 the patient complained of pain, and
a multilocular cyst of 10 cm diameter with adhesions to the
right adnexa and subacute intestinal obstruction was identified. Conservative treatment was conducted due to the lack
of possibility of surgical treatment resulting in extensive
adhesion at the small intestine loops with the parietal peritoneum. Six-fold drainage of recurrent peritoneal pseudocysts in the vicinity of the right ovary was done, obtaining
2–4.8 liters of fluid each time. Histological result revealed no
cancer cells. In March 2019, the CT and MRI showed ascites
and a 4-locular tumor, measuring 25 × 17 × 35 cm, with
a 2 cm thick capsule and multiple thin septations (Fig. 2).
Because of the compression of the large tumor, bilateral
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Figure 2. RMI scan 03.2019

hydronephrosis occurred. The abdominal cavity was punctured due to increased abdominal pain, obtaining four liters
of bloody, cloudy fluid, without any tumor cells in the histopathology. Mini-laparotomy and 16-day suction drainage
was used because of increasing ascites. The patient was
discharged in good general condition without recurrence.
This case illustrates the potential recurrence of peritoneal inclusion cysts. Moreover, an ovarian mass and ascites
in women of reproductive age are signs for a long list of differential diagnoses. Ascites may be the consequence of liver or
renal failure, congestive heart failure, or some malignant diseases. Very often it is accompanied with endometriosis, ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS), ectopic pregnancy,
ruptured ovarian functional cyst, tuberculous peritonitis. Because of the documented correlation of ascites and benign
ovarian fibroma, Meigs syndrome was described. However, all
differential diagnoses should exclude ovarian cancer. In a large
number of patients, careful history taking, and examination
can provide important clues such as signs of chronic liver
disease or history of operations in the case of PICs. Ultrasound,
computed tomography scan, and magnetic resonance imaging can be helpful in confirming the diagnosis [8].

Even though a full spectrum of management options
for patients with PICs remains controversial, both medical
and surgical treatment methods are used, and there is no
clear standard of treatment [3].

Treatment of PICs
Treatment of PICs depends individually on the patient’s
condition, symptoms, other diseases, and desire for procreation [1, 9].
PICs do not have malignant potential and spontaneously
regress after menopause is observed [3]. The peak morbidity
of PICs is in reproductive age. To alleviate intermittent pain,
a combined hormonal oral contraceptive is chosen. It may
decrease or stabilize the cyst volume and relieve symptoms
by decreasing the production of cyst fluid [1, 3]. Another
conservative method is image-guided aspiration, which
allows fluid to be obtained for cytological examination and
symptoms to be minimized because of minimal intervention
and few complications. A combination of these two methods (aspiration and oral contraceptive) is often the most
effective treatment [1] but due to the potential for recurrence of peritoneal inclusion cysts, most patients will have
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local reaccumulation of fluid. It is estimated that symptoms
continue 3 to 28 weeks after the procedure [3]. That is why
many patients choose surgical management. The operation
can be concentrated on adhesiotomy or in a worse situation
even bilateral adnexectomy and resection of pathological
structures. The literature reports recurrence in up to 50%
of cases, but there is a lack of long-term follow-up data [2,
10]. Complete resection of all macroscopically visible cyst
walls is definitive treatment. Indications for surgical excision
are elevated CA-125, suspicion of malignancy in ultrasound
view, recurrence of symptoms during conservative therapy
[3] and decreasing level of quality of life.
Observation or hormonal therapy based on oral contraceptives can be a conservative method of treatment. On the
other hand, surgical methods are sometimes the only way
of treatment. Minimally invasive surgery is a better option
due to fewer adhesions afterward than laparotomy, which
can represent a protective factor in the future [10].
The benefits of minimally invasive surgery are the lower
level of postoperative pain, a shorter time of recovery and
better cosmetic effects. Disadvantages are a longer operating time and the technical difficulty of laparoscopic
procedures caused by pelvic adhesion [10].
In contrast, the complication of PICs is infertility. Adhesions in the pelvis can lead to closure of the salpinx and
difficulties in movements of a zygote. The size, location and
formation processes of intraperitoneal adhesions are associated with changes in the pelvic anatomy and infertility, but
there are cases of spontaneous conception occurring with
a known peritoneal inclusion cyst [9]. Due to fact that the
pregnancy is a hyperestrogenic state with rising human chorionic gonadotropin, the rapid increase and aggravation
of symptoms can also be observed during pregnancy [3].
Mechanical compression also exacerbates symptoms. Cyst
aspiration during the first trimester of pregnancy may prevent recurrence in advanced pregnancy and may be a valuable tool for managing peritoneal inclusion cysts during
pregnancy [1].
Pregnancy seems to be a time in a woman’s life of
progesterone domination. PICs are rarely observed in this
condition. However, every rapidly growing tumor during
pregnancy should be diagnosed and treated. Fujimoto et al.
in 2019 described a case of pelvic cysts during pregnancy,
one of which was PICs [11].
Long-term use of combined hormonal oral contraceptives is undesirable in patients desiring fertility but discon-
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tinuing hormonal contraception may result in reaccumulation of peritoneal fluid and rapid growth of peritoneal
inclusion cysts. Rapid growth and worsening of symptoms
can also be observed during pregnancy.

SUMMARY
To conclude, peritoneal inclusion cysts should be considered in the differential diagnosis of abdominal pain multilocular cystic lesions or ascites in women after abdominal
surgery. The final diagnosis is always based on the histological result, but the unknown etiology and pathogenesis of
PICs do not allow a single best method of treatment to be
established. This issue requires the continuation of multicenter, randomized clinical trials to find and standardize
effective, personalized treatment for PICs.
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ABSTRACT
Thrombocytopenia is one of the two most common hematological problems in pregnant women. It is defined as the
platelet (PLT) count below 150 × 103/μL. Gestational incidental thrombocytopenia (GIT) represents about 75% of thrombocytopenia cases in pregnancy and it is believed that GIT is secondary to accelerated platelet destruction and increased
plasma volume associated with pregnancy. The pregnancy complications such as preeclampsia and its most severe form
— HELLP syndrome account for 20% cases of thrombocytopenia in pregnancy and primary immune thrombocytopenic
purpura (ITP) — for 3–4 percent. During ITP, maternal antiplatelet antibodies can pass through the placenta and bind to
fetal thrombocytes leading to the development of fetal thrombocytopenia which occurs in about 50% cases. Even if the
maternal platelet count stabilizes, the estimated fetal and neonatal risk of thrombocytopenia in ITP is approximately 30%.
Other types of thrombocytopenia in pregnant women constitute 1–2% of cases (disseminated intravascular coagulation,
autoimmunological diseases, congenital, infection and drug-related, concomitant with blood neoplastic diseases). Although
thrombocytopenia in pregnant women usually has a mild course, in case of a significant decrease in PLT count may lead
to dangerous bleeding, especially when the platelet count falls below 20 × 103/μL.
Since it is important to identify the cause of thrombocytopenia and to determine the risk for both the mother and the
child, this paper presents the influence of maternal thrombocytopenia on the pregnancy course as well as its etiology and
diagnostics. The treatment principles are discussed.
Key words: pregnancy; thrombocytopenia; diagnostic procedures; treatment
Ginekologia Polska 2021; 92, 8: 587–590

INTRODUCTION
Thrombocytopenia is one of the two most common
hematological problems in pregnant women. It is defined as
a platelet count (PLT) below 150 × 103/μL, which can lead to
acquired purpura. According to various sources, it concerns
about 6.6–11.6% of women in the third trimester [1–3].
It should be noted that even in physiological pregnancy,
a decrease of 10% in the platelet count could be observed
[3–5]. Depending on the number of platelets, the following
types of thrombocytopenia are distinguished:
ŪŪ mild thrombocytopenia: PLT 100–150 × 103/uL,
ŪŪ moderate thrombocytopenia PLT 50–100 × 103/uL)
ŪŪ severe thrombocytopenia (PLT < 50 × 103/uL) [4].
The mechanism of the thrombocytopenia development
is based on the impaired production or excessive destruc-

tion of platelets. Some causes of this phenomenon involve
the immunological processes observed in diseases such as
collagenoses, immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP),
antiphospholipid syndrome, thrombotic microangiopathies,
thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, haemolytic-uremic
syndrome (HUS). Thrombocytopenia may also result from
the use of drugs, viral infections, bone marrow dysfunction (bone marrow aplasia), nutritional deficiencies, or disseminated intravascular coagulation syndrome (DIC) [6, 7].
Pregnant women are additionally exposed to thrombocytopenia due to obstetric reasons. These include preeclampsia,
eclampsia, and particularly HELLP syndrome [4, 8]. Although
thrombocytopenia in pregnant women usually has a mild
course, in some cases a significant decrease in PLT count may
lead to severe bleeding. In immune thrombocytopenia, low
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levels of platelets in the fetus increase the risk of intracranial
bleeding in the perinatal period. Besides, thrombocytopenia
may be associated with pregnancy complications or a developing disease regardless of pregnancy. Since it is important
to determine the cause of thrombocytopenia and to identify
the risk for both the mother and the child [1].

GESTATIONAL INCIDENTAL
THROMBOCYTOPENIA
The most common form of this disease in pregnant
women is GIT — gestational incidental thrombocytopenia. The incidence is estimated at 5%, which accounts for
75% of all diagnosed cases of thrombocytopenia during
pregnancy [3, 9]. Thrombocytopenia is a diagnosis of exclusion. Usually, it is mild or moderate thrombocytopenia
with a platelet count above 70 × 103/μL without the symptoms of purpura which does not occur before conceiving.
The platelet count before and at the beginning of gestation
usually falls within the normal range and after 1–12 weeks
of its completion returns to normal values [10]. Its etiology is unknown. It is believed that GIT is secondary to
accelerated platelet destruction and increased plasma
volume associated with pregnancy and seems to be a type
of physiological thrombocytopenia. It develops usually
in the second and third trimester of pregnancy. A mild or
moderate decrease in the platelet count due to GIT is not
associated with an increase in the ratio of maternal, fetal
or neonatal complications, indicating that these conditions do not require additional treatment except careful
monitoring of platelet count [11, 12].

IMMUNE THROMBOCYTOPENIC PURPURA
Immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP), which may be
the threat to the fetus, affects over 4% of pregnant women
[13, 14]. It is moderate-degree thrombocytopenia with
a platelet count below 100 × 103/uL before conceiving or
at the beginning of gestation and a normal or increased
megakaryocyte count in the bone marrow biopsy specimens
[15]. During the diagnostic procedures, other systemic diseases, splenomegaly or the use of drugs that may reduce
the platelet count should be excluded. Pregnancy does not
worsen the course of ITP, but there may be adverse fetal and
maternal consequences in some cases. Although rare, spontaneous bleeding is the main maternal risk mainly when
the platelet count falls below 20 × 103/uL [16]. Antiplatelet
antibodies (predominantly IgG antibodies, less frequently
IgM) lead to accelerated platelet destruction. Maternal IgG
antibodies can pass through the placenta and bind to fetal
platelets which results in the fetal thrombocytopenia development. This is manifested by the appearance of bruises,
petechiae, bleeding from the gastrointestinal tract, as well
as intracranial hemorrhage in the neonatal period. Con588

genital thrombocytopenia during maternal ITP occurs in
about 50% of newborns, and in 12–15% of newborns, the
platelet count is below 50 × 103/uL [16, 17]. Serious hemorrhagic complications are reported in 3% of newborns, and
in less than 1% of cases, intracranial bleeding occurs. Even
if the maternal platelet count is within the normal range,
the risk of having a baby with thrombocytopenia is approximately 30% [2]. Moderate to severe thrombocytopenia
can cause a higher risk for both mothers and newborns, and
the method of diagnosis, treatment or delivery is still the
subject of debate [2, 7].

THROMBOCYTOPENIA DIAGNOSIS
For establishing the cause of thrombocytopenia, it is
very important to take a medical history, make physical
examination and select appropriate laboratory tests. Based
on the medical history, the following questions should be
determined:
1. did thrombocytopenia occur before conception?
2. when did thrombocytopenia in the present pregnancy
appear?
3. did thrombocytopenia occurred in a child born before?
4. does the offspring develop properly without any neurological problems (delays in psychomotor development,
cerebral palsy, epilepsy)
5. is there a positive obstetrical history (miscarriage, stillbirth resulting from hemorrhage to the central nervous
system)?
6. is thrombocytopenia an isolated disease or comorbid
symptom? [18, 19]
Thrombocytopenia may be a symptom of serious diseases complicating pregnancy itself, such as pregnancy
induced hypertension, DIC, thrombotic microangiopathies
(thromboembolic syndrome), thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura [1]. The above-mentioned symptoms are
presented in the following classification of the causes of
thrombocytopenia during pregnancy.
Classification of thrombocytopenia in pregnancy:
1. Pregnancy-related thrombocytopenia:
• Gestational thrombocytopenia
• Thrombocytopenia during pregnancy-induced hypertension (Gestora)
• HELLP syndrome (hemolysis, elevated liver function
tests, low platelets count)
• Acute fatty liver of pregnancy
2. Thrombocytopenia not related to pregnancy:
• ITP
• Systemic lupus
• Phospholipid syndrome
• Drug-induced thrombocytopenia (caused by heparin, gold preparations, quinidine, penicillin, cimetidine, digoxin)
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•

Thrombocytopenia in the course of viral infections
(viruses that cross-react with platelet antigens, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
• Epstein-Barr-virus
• CMV (cytomegalovirus)
• Thrombotic microangiopathy syndrome
• Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura
• Hemolytic-uremic syndrome
• DIC (disseminated intravascular coagulation)
• Bone marrow dysfunction (bone marrow aplasia)
• Leukemias
• Aplastic anemia
• Nutritional deficiencies
• Folic acid and vitamin B12 deficiency
• Hypersplenism
• Pseudothrombocytopenia
The basis for the diagnosis of thrombocytopenia in pregnant women is the use of automatic methods for the analysis
of blood parameters, in combination with the reticulocytes
count and evaluation of peripheral blood smear. Isolated
thrombocytopenia is characteristic of both immune thrombocytopenia and gestational thrombocytopenia. There are
large platelets in thrombocytopenia, which is indicated by
increased platelet ratios — mean platelet volume (MPV) and
platelet large cell ratio (P-LCR), which may exceed their norm.
An extremely rare reason for the decreased isolated platelet
count during pregnancy is sub-type IIB (2BvWD) and platelet
type (PTvWD) of von Willebrand disease (vWD), which is
the evidence of congenital thrombocytopenia. Thrombocytopenia with increased reticulocytosis is observed during microangiopathy. The assessment of peripheral blood
smears is of great importance in the diagnosis. The presence
of fragmentocytes and schistocytes in the smear becomes
characteristic of thrombotic microangiopathy. Macrocytosis
may be associated with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)
or deficiency of vitamin B12 and folic acid. The presence
of tear-shaped blood cells confirms bone marrow fibrosis.
The precise evaluation of white blood cells makes it possible
to diagnose neoplastic diseases of the blood that cause
thrombocytopenia. In the case of isolated thrombocytopenia, the most likely diagnosis is GIT in the second half of
pregnancy and ITP in the first half of pregnancy. In both cases,
tests should be performed immediately to rule out secondary immune thrombocytopenia and other reasons for the
isolated decrease in PLT count [1]. The following list presents
the recommended laboratory tests in pregnant women.
Recommended laboratory tests in pregnant women
with isolated thrombocytopenia:
1. Complete blood count with platelet and reticulocyte
count
2. Peripheral blood smear
3. Hepatic enzymes and bilirubin

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Direct antiglobulin test
Thyroid function tests
Antiphospholipid antibodies
Antinuclear antibodies
Test confirming infections: Helicobacter pylori, HCV,
HBV, and HIV
9. Basic coagulation tests
10. Diagnostic tests for type 2BvWD and PTvWD von Willebrand disease.

THROMBOCYTOPENIA TREATMENT
The goal of ITP treatment in pregnant women is to prevent severe bleeding. Usually, in the second and third trimester, patients with PLT above 20 — 30 × 103/μL do not require
treatment unless the invasive procedures are indicated.
This treatment includes the administration of corticosteroids
and intravenous immunoglobulin. Due to possible side effects of corticosteroids, it is recommended to start treatment
with small doses, e.g., prednisone 10–20 mg/day for about
7 days, adjusting the dose to PLT count [20]. According to the
recommendations of the group of experts on hemostasis of
the Polish Society of Hematology and Transplantologists the
administration of prednisone in the initial dose of 1 mg/kg
of body weight and its gradual reduction after PLT count
increases above 5 × 103/μL. If the immediate increase in the
PLT count is necessary, immunoglobulin should be offered at
standard doses of 1g/kg of body weight for 1–2 days. After
its transfusion, the PLT count increases in 24 — 48 hours
and this effect lasts for 2–3 weeks. The immunoglobulin
infusion can be repeated to ensure the optimal PLT count
every 2–4 weeks until delivery. In the case of the resistance to
first-line agents, a bone marrow biopsy should be performed
to exclude other causes of thrombocytopenia. If the bone
marrow is normal and the isolated thrombocytopenia has
been revealed or worsened in late pregnancy, the test for
the subtype 2BvWD and PTvWD of von Willebrand disease
should be performed. The agents considered as safe by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in pregnancy with ITP is
azathioprine at a dose of 1–2 mg/kg/body weight, which has
a delayed effect [21]. Another drug approved for the treatment of refractory ITP is cyclosporine. However, due to the
frequent side effects, it is rarely used. The contra-indicated
drugs during pregnancy are as follow cyclophosphamide,
vinca alkaloids, mycophenolate mofetil and danazol [1, 22,
23–25].

Conclusions
Thrombocytopenia in pregnancy is a mild condition,
especially if it occurs in the last trimester. Its most common
cause is GIT, and in the first trimester — ITP. Severe thrombocytopenia can be the reason for dangerous, hemorrhagic
complications of pregnancy or the exacerbation of comor-
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bid disease. To diagnose the disease, it is essential to take
an in-depth history and perform a physical examination.
The key element in the diagnosis of thrombocytopenia is
to use automated methods of analysis for evaluating the
blood parameters.
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ABSTRACT
Whooping cough/pertussis is a respiratory infection caused by the bacteria Bordetella pertussis and Bordetella parapertussis. The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified whooping cough as one of the least controlled diseases in all age
groups. Clinically, the catarrhal phase manifests itself as flu-like, nonspecific symptoms: cough, runny nose, mild fever, which,
regrettably, makes early diagnosis difficult. The severe course is more specific (an audible inspiratory whoop followed by
paroxysmal cough and vomiting). Currently, in Poland the highest percentage of cases is observed in children aged 0–4 years,
followed by children over 15 years of age, with peaks among teens and seniors. Notably, hospitalization, morbidity and
mortality rates are considerable in children (especially infants). Vaccinating pregnant women against pertussis provides
approximately 90% protection to infants in their first two months of life. It is an effective form of preventing pertussis in
infants. Moreover, it is safe for pregnant women and their children. The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
(ACIP) recommends Tdap vaccination to every pregnant woman between 27–36 weeks of pregnancy.
Key words: effectiveness; pertussis; pregnancy; safety; vaccine
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INTRODUCTION
Whooping cough/pertussis is a respiratory infection
caused by the bacteria Bordetella pertussis and Bordetella
parapertussis [1]. The infection is spread by droplets (e.g.,
through coughing or sneezing). Although there is an effective vaccine, the World Health Organization (WHO) identified whooping cough as one of the least controlled diseases across all age groups. However, the most vulnerable
groups are young children and adolescents. According to
the WHO, whooping cough epidemics appear cyclically every 3–4 years. Pertussis is highly infectious, with one person
infecting up to 17 susceptible people, and untreated people
may be infectious for more than three weeks after the onset
of cough. The incubation period of pertussis is between
one and three weeks. Clinically, the milder catarrhal phase
manifests itself as flu-like, nonspecific symptoms: cough,
runny nose, mild fever, which, regrettably, makes early diagnosis difficult. Conversely, a severe course, called the
paroxysmal phase is more specific (an audible inspiratory
whoop followed by paroxysmal cough and vomiting) [1, 2].
Early antibiotic therapy may alleviate symptoms (when
implemented before the onset of the paroxysmal stage).

It should be noted that vaccination is the most cost-effective
form of preventing whooping cough epidemics [2].
In Poland, mass vaccination against pertussis was
launched in 1960. By that time, tens of thousands of cases
had been reported, with whooping cough being one of the
most common causes of death in children under the age of
one. The number of reported cases decreased below 500 per
year in the 80s. Regrettably, an increase in the incidence
was recorded in the mid-90s. Therefore, in 2003, a booster
dose of vaccines was introduced in Poland at six years of
age. Currently, there is a high incidence of whooping cough
with the cyclicality of the disease. Year 2012 was a critical
for 40 years, with 4,684 cases being recorded, including
1,497 people who required hospitalization. Currently, the
highest percentage of cases is observed in children aged
0–4 years, followed by individuals over 15 years of age, with
peaks among teens and seniors [2–4].
In 2014, a total of 5.1 million cases of whooping cough
and 85,900 deaths were estimated in children under
12 months old worldwide. Over 80% of cases and 95% of
deaths occurred in low- and middle-income countries, where
vaccination coverage was low [2]. The European Centre for
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Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) report on Pertussis
showed that 35,627 cases of the disease were registered in
30 European Union/European Economic Area (EU/EEA) countries in 2018. Young people aged 15 and above accounted
for 62% of all cases. However, infants constituted the largest
group at 44.4 per 100,000 population. As of August 2020,
eight countries implemented a program of the vaccination
of pregnant women and in five countries the vaccination
program included a minimum of one booster dose of pertussis vaccination in persons over the age of 18 [5].
An increase in whooping cough incidence has been observed in recent years due to the rapid waning of post-vaccination immunity after vaccination with acellular vaccine in
comparison with the previously used whole-cell vaccine [6].

WHO IS EXPOSED TO SEVERE AND
COMPLICATED WHOOPING COUGH?
Whooping cough may occur at any age, but the disease is especially virulent and life-threatening in infants
[6]. The manifestations of the disease may be mild in adults
and adolescents and is often undiagnosed, increasing the
chances of disease spread in the environment. This, in turn,
contributes to the possibility of transmitting the infection to
infants who may not be vaccinated [5]. Children (especially
infants) are a group in which hospitalization, morbidity and
mortality rates are particularly high. Non-specific symptoms
in children make the diagnosis difficult. In young children
whooping cough may lead to complications such as apnea,
seizures, encephalopathy, pneumonia and even death [2].

PERTUSSIS PREVENTION IN PREGNANT
WOMEN
Vaccinating pregnant women against pertussis provides 90% protection to infants in their first two months of
life, that is, until they may be vaccinated [2, 7]. Vaccinating
pregnant women against whooping cough was initiated in
response to outbreaks after 2010, when an alarming, worrying number of deaths of young children was recorded in
the US and the UK. In 2015, the WHO recommended that
pregnant women and infants over six weeks old should
be vaccinated against whooping cough. It is impossible
to vaccinate children earlier, as the presence of maternal
antibodies may suppress post-vaccination immunogenicity.
Numerous studies showed that the cocoon strategy (vaccination of people in direct contact with exposed children)
and vaccination after delivery were ineffective in protecting
children [2].
A retrospective cohort study involving 148,981 children
born in Northern California, the USA, conducted between
2010 and 2015, revealed that the immunization coverage of
pregnant women against tetanus, diphtheria and pertussis
(Tdap) increased from 11.9% in 2010 to 87.4% in 2015, and
592

the confirmed vaccine efficacy was 91.4% in infants under
two months of age [6, 7].
In early infancy, when the child may not yet be vaccinated against pertussis (Tdap) the only protection is provided
by antibodies passed from the mother during pregnancy [6].
If the pregnant woman was not vaccinated against whooping cough, the level of antibodies drops significantly at six
weeks of age and is undetectable around four months of
age [8]. In contrast, pregnant women vaccinated against
Tdap transmit antibodies to the fetus, so that high levels of
antibodies to pertussis are maintained in infants up to one
dose of Tdap vaccine [9]. Numerous researchers emphasized that vaccinating pregnant women against whooping
cough provided a more effective protection for the infant
than the cocoon strategy in which the closest contacts are
vaccinated [6, 10–13].
Currently, the only safe vaccines administered to pregnant women are acellular vaccines, which contain highly
purified individual B pertussis components [2]. Infants are
protected by immunoglobulins that passively pass through
the placenta or into human milk. The half-life of maternal
immunoglobulin is 42 days. Numerous studies confirmed
significantly higher levels of anti-whooping cough immunoglobulins in the children of mothers vaccinated during
pregnancy [14–16].

PERTUSSIS VACCINE SAFETY AND
EFFECTIVENESS IN PREGNANCY
The latest systematic review of the literature assessing
the efficacy and safety of pertussis vaccination with Tdap
during pregnancy, including Medline, Embase and clinicaltrials.gov in 2010–2019, conducted by the Immunization
Unit of the Koch Institute in Berlin, finally qualified 22 studies (randomized, cohort, and clinical control). This included
14 studies on the safety of Tdap in pregnancy and the fetus
(1,400,000 pregnant women in total) and eight efficacy studies on the prevention of whooping cough in infants during
the first three months of life (855,546 mother-infant pairs in
total) [17]. Those studies showed that vaccination with Tdap
during pregnancy did not increase the risk of stillbirth [18–
–22], neonatal death [20, 21], preterm birth under 37 weeks
gestation (interestingly, according to some researchers, the
frequency of deliveries before 37 weeks was lower among
women vaccinated against whooping cough during pregnancy) [18, 19, 21–26], low birth weight (both under 2500 g
and under 1500 g) [19, 20, 25] or birth defects [18, 19, 21, 22,
24, 27] in a child. Safety was also proved as regards the risk
of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. Two studies even showed
a reduction in the risk of pre-eclampsia [20, 23, 25, 27].
Several studies showed a trend towards a slightly
higher incidence of chorioamnionitis in Tdap-vaccinated
pregnancies than in unvaccinated women [the relative risk
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(RR) ranged from 1.04 (95% CI: 0.98–1.11) to 1.53 (95% CI:
0.80–2.90)], but only in three studies were the estimates
statistically significant [19, 21, 24, 25]. Four studies assessed
the incidence of fever after Tdap vaccination in pregnant
women. In general, fever occurred in 0.03–3% of pregnant
women and was more common in those vaccinated against
whooping cough than in unvaccinated ones. The authors
pointed out, however, that the accepted definition of fever
varied in different studies [18, 26, 27].
A retrospective cohort study assessed the association
between the vaccination of pregnant women with Tdap vaccine and the subsequent development of autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) in children. It included 81,993 children born
in single pregnancies in 2011–2014 in Kaiser Permanente
Southern California hospitals. On average, vaccination was
performed at 28 weeks of gestation. ASD was diagnosed in
1.6% (1,341) children, and the follow-up period was between
1.2 and 6.5 years. The study showed that the vaccination of
pregnant women with Tdap did not increase the risk of ASD
in the offspring [HR: 0.85 (95% CI: 0.77–0.95)] [28]. A recent
study by the same researchers, including over 85,000 children born in 2011–2014 showed that the vaccination of
pregnant women with Tdap vaccine at any time during
pregnancy did not increase the risk of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in their offspring. ADHD was
diagnosed in 1% (882) of children and there was no correlation between vaccination with Tdap during pregnancy
and an increased risk of ADHD in the children of vaccinated
women [HR: 1.0 (95% CI: 0.88–1.14)] [29].
The authors of the study concluded that although fever
and chorioamnionitis were diagnosed slightly more frequently in women vaccinated with Tdap during pregnancy,
vaccination was not found to increase the risk of clinically
significant consequences for the pregnant women and
their children. Due to the generally low quality of data, the
authors recommended to continue the monitoring of the
safety of Tdap in pregnant women, including the occurrence
of chorioamnionitis and its sequelae [19, 21, 24–27].
Regarding the effectiveness of Tdap vaccination during
pregnancy, the vaccination was found to reduce the risk of
developing laboratory-confirmed pertussis by 78–93% [6,
30–32] in the first two months of life and by 69–91% [30, 31, 33]
in the first three months. Additionally, having received
Tdap vaccine up to two years before the current pregnancy
was also associated with some degree of protection [6].

Vaccination and Immunization (JVCI, UK) recommended
vaccinations between 16–32 weeks of gestation (ideally
after 20 weeks). In contrast, in 2013, the Advisory Committee
on Immunization Practices (ACIP) issued recommendations
that recommended the Tdap vaccination of every pregnant
woman, regardless of the time of the previous vaccination,
between weeks 27–36 of pregnancy to ensure the maximum possible transplacental transfer of antibodies [2, 34].
In Poland, the Minister of Health identified groups for which
vaccination against diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis is recommended. They include, among others, pregnant women
between 27 and 36 weeks of pregnancy and people from
the environment of newborns and infants up to 12 months
of age [35]. A vaccination after 38 weeks of pregnancy may
not ensure the transfer of antibodies across the placenta,
so it may be unable to provide the infant with immunity.
However, it may prevent a pregnant woman from becoming
ill, which might later protect the child [2].

CONCLUSIONS
According to the ECDC and the WHO pertussis remains a challenge for public health in Europe. Therefore,
high vaccination coverage is necessary to provide indirect and direct protection to infants and young children,
i.e., groups that manifest the most severe symptoms.
Booster doses in adolescents and adults, healthcare professionals and pregnant women should be considered. The vaccination of pregnant women is effective in preventing pertussis
in infants and is safe for pregnant women and their children.
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Cystic dilatation of umbilical cord associated
with patent urachus
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ABSTRACT
An urachus is a remnant of allantois in embryo development constituting a connection between the dome of the bladder
and umbilicus. It develops on day 16 after conception and closes during the pregnancy to form the median umbilical
ligament. Patent urachus results from a failure in closing its lumen in 10–12 gestational weeks. This anomaly occurs in
1–2 babies in 100,000 births. We present the case of patent urachus. In 20 gestational weeks, a dilatation of the umbilical
cord with an anechoic mass with a transverse dimension of 19 x 12 mm starting from the fetal insertion and length of
30 cm was seen on ultrasound without any other fetal and placental disorders. Histology showed cystic edema. Prenatal
diagnosis of patent urachus can be difficult because this pathology may be mistaken with other, more dangerous causes
of cord cysts; thus, the occurrence of cord cysts should be closely monitored.
Key words: patent urachus; prenatal diagnosis; giant umbilical cord
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INTRODUCTION
An urachus is a remnant of allantois in embryo development constituting a connection between the dome of the
bladder and umbilicus. The patent urachus is a result of a failure in lumen closing in the 10th–12th week. It is a rare anomaly
with the incidence of 1–2 in 100,000 births [1].

CASE REPORT
We present the case of a 35-year-old patient, gravida 4 para 3 referred to the hospital in the 20th week of pregnancy
because of a dilatation of the umbilical cord with an anechoic mass of the dimension of 19 x 12 mm in transverse view
(Fig. 1A) starting from the fetal insertion and extending on the length of around 30 cm (Fig. 1B). The umbilical arteries
and veins were noted to be separate from the cystic mass. Pulsed wave Doppler of the umbilical vessels revealed normal
indices for gestational age and no flow inside the cystic structure (Fig. 1C). No other fetal anomalies were seen. The amniotic fluid volume was in the normal range and fetal biometry was consistent with dates. Prenatal examination in the
first trimester was normal.
The patient’s obstetrics history included one spontaneous abortion in the 8th week of gestation and two natural
deliveries of healthy babies. Medical history during gestation included pregnancy-induced hypertension detected in the
33rd week, urinary tract infection in the 29th weekend, and candidiasis of the vagina. Serologic evaluation of the mother
was negative for infection (TORCH).
The male infant was born at term by Cesarean section due to premature rupture of membranes and failed induction of
labor. The Apgar score was 10, and the birth weight was 3940 g. Three-vessel umbilical cord had 50 cm in length, and histological testing showed cystic edema in the length of 30 cm with a maximum diameter of the umbilical cord of 5 cm (Fig. 1D).
The diagnosis confirmed patent urachus and was not associated with other anomalies. After delivery, the patent
urachus was ligated by surgeons. The postoperative course was uneventful.
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Figure 1. Characteristics of patent urachua; A. The anechoic mass of the umbilical cord in the transverse view; B. An anechoic mass
originating from the fetal insertion and extending to the length of around 30 cm; C. Pulsed wave Doppler of the umbilical vessels showing
normal indices for gestational age and no flow inside the cystic structure; D. Cystic edema measuring 30 cm with a maximum diameter of
the umbilical cord of 5 cm

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The giant umbilical cord is a pathognomonic sign of patent urachus associated with Wharton’s jelly edema.
The antenatal diagnosis might be made based on ultrasonographic examination revealing a communication between
the bladder and cystic umbilical mass [1]. The differential diagnosis of a giant umbilical cord comprises umbilical cord
pseudocysts, umbilical hernias, umbilical bladder extrophy, abdominal wall defects, vascular malformations, urachal
anomalies and omphalomesenteric duct remnants [2]. In cases of patent urachus-associated giant umbilical cord, the
size of the umbilical cord is much larger than in umbilical pseudocysts [2].
Although, in most of the reported cases, babies had a good prognosis, the patent urachus might lead to the intrauterine fetal demise [3]. Also, a strong association of umbilical cord cystic masses and chromosomal anomalies or
congenital malformations has been found, but especially if detected in the second or third trimester. Those diagnosed
in the first trimester usually disappear and have no impact on the fetal development [4].
Each case of cord cysts should be associated with close fetal monitoring and intensified surveillance. With higher
awareness of patent urachus and proper diagnosis, parents may avoid emotional distress and unnecessary medical
interventions.
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Aberrant right subclavian artery leading to prenatal
diagnosis of Koolen de Vries syndrome
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ABSTRACT
Koolen de Vries syndrome is a rare genetic disorder with an estimated prevalence 1:16000 in the general population
but it is considered to be an underdiagnosed syndrome. We report a 17q21.31 microdeletion which was diagnosed
prenatally in a fetus with aberrant right subclavian artery (ARSA). Koolen de Vries syndrome is a rare chromosomal
abnormality and according to the literature this is the first case in which the detection of ARSA led to this syndrome.
Key words: ARSA; 17q21.31 microdeletion; Koolen de Vries
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INTRODUCTION
Koolen de Vries syndrome is a chromosomal abnormality involving the long arm of chromosome 17. It is also known as
17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome. The phenotypes of this syndrome are highly variable, therefore a huge variety of abnormalities is reported including characteristic craniofacial malformations, heart abnormalities, skeletal anomalies and renal defects. We
report a 17q21.31 microdeletion which was diagnosed prenatally in a fetus with aberrant right subclavian artery (ARSA). According
to the literature this is the first case in which the detection of ARSA led to Koolen de Vries syndrome.

CASE REPORT
A 19-year-old woman presented in her first pregnancy to our Fetal Medicine Unit for a routine anomaly scan at 20 weeks
of gestation. We performed a transabdominal ultrasound scan, and an aberrant right subclavian artery was revealed (Fig. 1.).
The detection of ARSA was performed in the three vessels and trachea axial view. After a genetic counseling, an amniocentesis
was performed. After the performed array CGH of the extracted DNA, a 17q21.31 deletion was found. The size of the deletion
was 231Kb and encompassed the KANSL1 gene. The haploinsufficiency of KANSL1 gene is considered adequate to cause the
full Koolen de Vries phenotype.

Discussion
Koolen de Vries syndrome is a rare genetic disorder with an estimated prevalence 1:16000 in the general population [1] but it is
considered an underdiagnosed syndrome as the real genetic cause is often not detected in patients with developmental delay [2].
The deletion or microduplication of the 17q21.31 region was recognized only with the development of the array-CGH technique. The 17q21.31 region, typically encompassing at least six genes related to the phenotype, including CRHR1 (OMIM 122561),
STH (OMIM 607067), MAPT (OMIM 157140), KIAA1267, C17orf69 and KANSL1(0MIM 612452) [3, 4].
Koolen de Vries syndrome is associated with developmental delays. Craniofacial characteristics include long face, up slanting
palpebral fissures, tubular nose with bulbous nasal tip, large prominent ears, thin upper and everted lower lip and long slender
fingers [4].
Brain abnormalities are also present consisting of ventriculomegaly, corpus callosum defects, heterotopias and Arnold Chiari
I malformation [4]. One of the most frequent deformity consisted of unilateral or bilateral hyperechogenic kidneys. Congenital
heart conditions are also observed including atrial (ASD) and ventricular septal defects (VSD), pulmonary and mitral valve de-
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Figure 1. Aberrant right subclavian artery

formities, hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS) and total anomalous pulmonary veins drainage [4]. To our knowledge we
present the first case of Koolen DeVries syndrome after prenatal diagnosis of aberrant right subclavian artery.
ARSA is an abnormality in the branching pattern of aortic arch. When there is ARSA the right subclavian artery arises
from the descending aorta, therefore we have four instead of three branches (right subclavian artery, left subclavian artery,
left common carotid artery and right common carotid artery). ARSA is observed in 1.5% of normal individuals, 30% in fetuses
with Down’s Syndrome and 18% in fetuses with trisomy 18 [5].
This case is an important addition to the existing knowledge about the 17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome.
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